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Clinton 
prepares 
major cuts 
in Medicaid 
BY ARGIRIS MALAPANIS 

Democratic president William Clinton 
has taken the lead in preparing major cuts 
in Medicaid, the federal program that pro
vides health care to low income families in 
the United States. When he unveils his fed
eral budget to Congress on February 6, 
Clinton will reportedly seek cuts in Medic
aid ranging between $11 and $22 billion in 
the next five years. 

This is the bosses' latest step in a multi
faceted assault on Lhe social wage of work
ing people. Since Clinton's reelection last 
November, the White House has been in the 
forefront of the drive by big business to win 
acceptance for dismantling Social Security 
and doing away with Medicare and Medic
aid as social entitlements. 

At the same time, the scandal-monger
ing among the top layers of Democrats and 
Republicans has reached a higher pitch -
reflecting the nervousness and tactical di
visions among the wealthy rulers over how 
best to orchestrate the employers' war on 
labor. Barely a week before Clinton's sec
ond inauguration, three-year-old sexual ha
rassment charges against the president by 
former Arkansas state employee Paula 
Jones, and the "ethics" investigation of 
House Speaker Newton Gingrich dominated 
headline news and editorial pages. 

According to the New York Times, Clinton 
will propose a "cap" on Medicaid, which 

Continued on Page 11 

Workers, 
others raise 
$250,000 for 
capital fund 
BY NAOMI CRAINE 

Nearly 100 indiv.iduals have contributed 
$1,000 or more to help fund the long-term 
capital needs of producing Pathfmder books. 
As of January 15, $253,000 has been raised 
toward a goal of $280,000. The fund, which 
was launched on November 29 at four so
cialist educational conferences, runs through 
the end of February. 

Contributions include $10,700 from 16 
members of industrial trade unions who 
pooled year-end and other bonuses. Six 
members of the International Association of 
Machinists who work at Boeing in Seattle 
made a collective contribution of more than 
$4,600. Other donations have ranged from 
$1,000 to $20,000, and come from bequests, 
industrial accident settlements, and other 
windfalls. Contributors from the United 
Kingdom, Canada, France, New Zealand, 
and the United States have kicked in. 

These large contributions will be applied 
toward necessary expenditures to maintain 
the physical plant and equipment used to 
produce the books by revolutionary and 
working-class leaders that Pathfinder pub
lishes. A portion of the fund covered the 
completion of repairs on the south wall of 
the six-story Pathfinder building, which had 
developed cracks that threatened the long
term stability of the structure. It has been 
repaired and covered with metal siding that 
will protect the wall - and the offices 

Continued on Page 5 

Korea strikers expand 
fight over antilabor law 
BY BRIAN TAYLOR 

January 15 was the biggest day yet 
as protest strikes in south Korea entered 
their fourth week. Union officials say 
630,000 workers participated in the 
strike that day, and tens of thousands 
flooded the streets of Seoul and other 
cities demanding the repeal of antila
bor laws adopted by the legislature 
December 26. 

The Associated Press described a 
confrontation between 40,000 demon
strators and thousands of riot police in 
downtown Seoul, the capital. Cops in 
armored vans threatened to arrest strike 
leaders and fired "volley after volley 
of tear gas" into the crowd. "Protesters 
ripped up the sidewalk, broke it into fist 
sized concrete chunks and hurled them 
at police," the news agency reported. 
"Because police fired rapid volleys of 
tear gas, protesters were unable to get 
close enough to hit them with their steel 
pipes." 

"Kim Yong Sam step down!" many 
of the protesters chanted, referring to 

the president. His ruling New ~orea government has been unable to quell three weeks of labor protests. 
Party rammed the package of antilabor 
laws through the National Assembly at a 
predawn meeting December 26 without any 
opposition legislators present. The measures 
make it easier for employers to lay off work
ers and replace strikers. They mamtain a ban 
on the Federation of Democratic Unions, the 
second largest labor federation in the coun
try. And another provision grants expanded 

powers to Seoul's political police. 
Walkouts demanding the repeal of these 

laws began just hours after they were passed. 
1:M bosses argue that the new laws are nec
essary to give cempanies the flexibility to 
compete on world markets and help build 
the slowing south Korean economy. 

As they have done throughout the strike, 
the south Korean rulers are downplaying its 
impact. Seoul claimed just 110,000 work
ers were mlt January 15, less than a fifth of 
the union's figures. 

The Wall Street Journal, which has gen
Continued on Page 12 

Protests weaken regime in Belgrade 
BY ARGIRIS MALAPANIS 

In a sign of weakening of the Stalinist 
regime, the government-controlled electoral 
commissions in the capital Belgrade and Nis, 
Serbia's second largest city, announced 
January 14 that opposition victories in ear
lier municipal elections in those cities should 
be respected. 

The regime of Socialist Party chief 
Slobodan Milosevic annulled results of the 
November 17 ballot, when the opposition 
coalition called Zajedno (Together) claimed 
it won majorities in 14 of the Yugoslav 
republic's 19 largest cities. An unprec
edented wave of daily protests against this 
antidemocratic move erupted immediately 
in Belgrade and 30 other cities. 

The demonstrations, led by Zajedno and 
students at Belgrade University, have not 
subsided despite official. restrictions on 
street protests, deployment of thousands of 
riot police in the Serbian capital, and anum
ber of violent assaults on protesters and re
porters by cops at the end of 1996 that led 
to the death of one marcher. The protests 
have entered their ninth week. One of the 
biggest antigovernment crowds, nearly 
300,000 people, gathered in central Belgrade 
on January 13, partly to celebrate the Serbian 
New Year. 

The state-controlled media had an
nounced January 8 the government was 
ready to concede the election in Nis. The 
electoral commission in that industrial cen
ter, where the protests began, subsequently 
balked at Belgrade's promise to give inNis. 
The January 14 decision is a new indication 
that the ruling Socialist Party may be pre
paring larger concessions in exchange for 
retaining control of federal power. This may 
include ceding the majority of the city coun
cil to Zajedno in Belgrade, with 20 percent 

of Serbia's population. 
As we go to press, Milosevic has not an

nounced whether the governing coalition, 
which includes die Yugoslav United Left run 
by Milosevic's wife Mirjana Markovic, will 
accept or appeal the electoral commission 
verdict in the republic's capital. The regime 
faced a January 16 deadline to make a deci
sion. 

The unyielding student marches, and the 
separate Zajedno protests, fueled in part by 
a deep economic crisis, have caused cracks 
even in the ranks of the Socialist Party. Two 
deputy prime ministers irr the Milosevic 
government made public announcements on 
January 11 that the municipal election re-

suits should be respected. Nebojsa Covic, 
the mayor of Belgrade, who has been re
portedly ready to hand over city hall to 
Zajedno leaders, has also called on the gov
ernment to abide by the November 17 elec
tion. Covic was subsequently expelled from 
the Socialist Party. 

The government of neighboring 
Montenegro, the Yugoslav republic allied 
with Belgrade, has temporarily suspended 
links to the Yugoslav government until a 
resolution is found to the crisis. 

Top commanders of the Yugoslav army 
have also publicly stated their opposition to 
using the armed forces for any crackdown 

Continued on Page 3 

Tel Aviv concedes Hebron 
pact; much is unresolved 
BY HILDA CUZCO 

Israeli prime minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu and Palestine Authority leader 
Yasir Arafat agreed January 15 to a plan for 
the withdrawal of Tel Aviv's forces from 
80 percent of the city of Hebron, in the Is
raeli-occupied West Bank. They also ap
proved a "note of agreement" on other is
sues, including further Israeli troop rede
ployments in the West Bank. The agreement 
was announced by U.S. negotiator Dennis 
Ross at a 2:45 ·a.m. press conference; nei
ther Netanyahu nor Arafat spoke. 

Under previous accords, Tel Aviv was 
supposed to have pulled out of Hebron by 
March 1996. The Israeli regime dido 't com
ply, however. 

Negotiations on this and other unfulfilled 

aspects of the 1993 Israeli-Palestinian ac
cords resumed three months ago, following 
an explosion of Palestinian resistance to the 
occupation force. For three days last Sep
tember, Palestinian security forces ftred back 
at Israeli soldiers who were attacking pro
testers, for the first time ever. 

The new accord is a shift for Netanyahu, 
of the right-wing Likud party. He waged his 
election campaign against former Labor 
prime minister Shimon Peres last year on a 
platform of opposition to any agreement with 
Palestinians or withdrawal from the occupied 
territories. 

Hebron is a city of some 130,000 Pales
tinians and fewer than 500 Israeli settlers. 
Under the new agreement, the city will be 
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Ankara threatens Cyprus attack 
On January 9, the Turkish government 

threatened to launch a military strike to pre
vent the Greek-Cypriot government from 
receiving a shipment of S-300 ground-to-air 
missiles it bought from Russia. The Greek
Cypriot government also recently purchased 
41 T -80 tanks to upgrade its 10,000-troop 
National Guard. The Turkish foreign minis
try warned that it "will not tolerate any de
velopments which can change the balance 
between Turkey and Greece in the eastern 
Mediterranean," according to the Financial 
Times of London. 

Representatives of the Greek-Cypriot 
government played down the threats, char
acterizing them as "nothing new," and 
pointed to its "right to strengthen its defense 
capabilities .... " According to a report by the 
United Nations, which maintains 1,200 
troops on the island, there have been 900 
front line border skirmishes in 1996 alone, 
resulting in the death of four people. Rauf 
Denktash, Turkish-Cypriot leader, said the 
current trends on the island of Cyprus are 
leading towards war. 

German economy worsens 
The Federal Labor Office report placed 

unemployment in Germany at 10.8 percent 
in December of last year, the highest in half 
a century. The figure was likely to worsen 
in the near future, the report said, because 
the economy "doesn't have enough strength" 
to improve the job market. A second gov
ernment report stated the rate of that Euro
pean country's economic growth was only 
1.4 percent in 1996- down from 1.9 per
cent in 1995 and 2.9 percent the year be
fore. 

The new year started with tens of thousands of Bulgarians walking otT the job, 
out of classes, and into the streets. On January 12, as 100,000 people demon
strated in the capital city Sofia, tens of thousands protested in other cities. They 
were demanding better living conditions and early elections. Last year inflation 
was 310 percent, unemployment is at 14 percent, the average monthly wage is 
$20, and basic food prices rose 20 to 40 percent in the first 10 days of this year. 

Corporate collapses in Germany are up 
to 15.5 percent, the highest in 50 years, ac
cording to a survey released January 8 by 
the business information company Dun and 
Bradstreet Schimmelpfeng. In 1996, ap
proximately 25,800 businesses went under. 
Reuters news agency reports that construc
tion was the worst hit sector, with 7, 100 com
pany collapses. Dun and Bradstreet projects 
another 28,000 corporate failures in 1997. 

Geneva hits unemployed record 
Switzerland faced 5.3 percent unemploy-

NEW READERS 

ment in December, the highest level since 
World War II. This is up from 5.1 percent in 
November. The Swiss Office of Trade, In
dustry, and Labor announced that while the 
year finished at an unexpectedly high rate, 
the annual jobless rate did rise to an aver
age of 4.7 percent and was likely to climb 
further in 1997. 

Moscow pulls out of Chechnya 
Moscow said January 5 that it had with

drawn its last 18,000 troops from Chechnya. 
The country's first independent elections are 
scheduled for January 27. Demanding inde
pendence, Chechen rebels militarily and 
morally defeated Russian troops during the 
two-year conflict, which left some 80,000 
dead. At its height, 60,000 Russian troops 
occupied the tiny republic. Opponents of 
Russian president Boris Yeltsin criticized the 
pullout as a humiliating capitulation. Mos
cow insists that Chechnya is still an integral 
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part of the Russian federation, while 
Chechen leaders say it is now fully indepen
dent. 

Cambodia police attack workers 
On January 9, about 100 military riot po

lice were sent into the Tack Fat garment fac
tory in Phnom Penh, the capital of Cambo
dia, in an attempt to squash labor protests at 
the plant. Workers said police toting AK -4 7 
rifles stood watch over the plant floor. About 
half the workers struck or stayed home that 
day. Cops at the plant fired shots in the air 
at one point and assaulted opposition leader 
Sam Rainsy and his deputy, who were call
ing for other workers to join the strike. 

Afrikaner rightists kill four 
The Boer Attack Force (BAF), a rightist 

Afrikaner group, claimed responsibility for 
a New Year's Eve bombing in Worcester 
near Cape Town, South Africa. Four people 
were killed with more than 60 wounded. The 
Afrikaner separatist group demanded all 
Afrikaner white supremacist "freedom fight
ers" be released from prison and all pros
ecutions for political misdemeanors be sus
pended. 

They also demanded their own territory, 
their own government, and "rightful recog
nition" for the already official Afrikaans lan
guage. The BAF threatened new attacks if 
their demands were not met. South African 
Police Services spokesperson John 
Sterrenberg said police are taking the group 
"extremely seriously." 

Brazil peasants occupy land 
More than 7,000 families stationed on or 
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around five ranches in Brazil's southwest
ern region are carrying out a land occupa
tion. Before sunrise January 5, some 1,200 
families began the action occupying the 
ranches in the Pontal de Paranapanema re
gion, 370 miles northwest of Sao Paolo. 
Zelito da Silva, a leader of the Movement 
of Landless Rural Workers told Associated 
Press reporters that a total of 3,600 families 
occupy the 33,000-acre-tract. 

Da Silva added that 3,600 more families 
are camped near the site, prepared to move 
onto the land if the government turns it over 
to the peasants. More than 1 ,000 people have 
been killed in the last decade in the fight for 
land. Ninety percent of Brazilian land is 
owned by 20 percent of the population, while 
the poorest 40 percent own a mere 1 per
cent of the land. 

Triple execution in Arkansas 
On the night of January 8, the State of 

Arkansas executed three men who had been 
convicted of murder. A triple execution was 
performed once before in Arkansas in 1994. 
Prison officials say scheduling multiple ex
ecutions is cheaper and more efficient. Pro
tests took place on the day of the executions 
at the state capitol, organized by the Arkan
sas Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty 
and the American Civil Liberties Union. 

Earl Van Denton and Paul Ruiz were put 
to death first, by lethal injection. Kirt Wain
wright was already strapped on a gurney 
when he was granted a temporary stay of 
execution, while the Supreme Court decided 
whether to hear his appeal. Wainwright's 
attorneys argued that since the Arkansas 
governor, who sets execution dates and can . 
grant clemency, knew the people Wainwright 
was charged with killing, he should have 
removed himself from the case. The con
demned man lay for an hour with the fatal 
needle already in his arm, before the court 
decided the execution should proceed. 

Public doctors put on 'piece rate' 
The Columbia University College of Phy

sicians and Surgeons, and New York City's 
public hospital agency agreed on a contract 
that for the first time will link doctors' pay 
to their performance rate -the number of 
patients they see and procedures they carry 
out. The university medical school provides 
doctors for Harlem Hospital. The city gov
ernment has immediately begun to make cuts 
in the health budget, giving Columbia $7 
million less next year. Columbia must also 
improve its services or be fined. 

The city agency says it will use this pre
cedent to pressure other medical affiliates 
to agree to similar terms, threatening to re
place unwilling medical institutions through 
public bidding. The Albert Einstein College 
of Medicine refused a similar proposition, 
saying the higher productivity expectations 
are unfair and incompatible with the careful 
training of medical students. New York 
Medical College also refused to agree to the 
city agency's new terms. 

-BRIAN TAYLOR 
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Rebellion in Central Africa stings Paris 
BY MEGAN ARNEY 

Soldiers in the Central African Republic 
have been in a rebellion for the last two 
months in the capital city of Bangui, against 
government and French forces. This upris
ing, in addition to crises in Zaire, Rwanda, 
and Burundi, highlights the ongoing resis
tance to imperialism in the area, the weak
ening of Paris's domination, and the increas
ing tensions between the rulers of France 
and the United States in their rivalry for 
domination of the resource-rich area. 

The latest rebellion in the ¢entral Afri
can Republic - the third in less than a 
year- continues at press time, with nego
tiations taking place between rebel soldiers 
and the French-backed government of Presi
dent Ange-Felix Patasse. Starting on No
vember 15, some 200 soldiers entered 
Bangui, taking an army base on November 
16. They demanded back wages and a pay 
raise, saying that they had not been paid in 
months. Many workers in the country had 
also not been paid for months. By the be
ginning of December, rebel soldiers were 
also calling for the ouster of Patasse. 

Two other rebellions, in April and May 
of last year, were put down by French im
perialist troops. In May 10,000 people 
poured into the streets of Bangui to protest 
the French military attacks aimed at crush
ing the army rebellion. Defying a ban on 
demonstrations, the protesters continued for 
three days. They shouted from the streets, 
"Death to the French!" and other anti
French slogans, and razed a French cultural 
center. 

Confronting the rebels are presidential 
guards, backed by a beefed-up force of 
2,000 French soldiers who are based in the 
former colony of Paris. In early December, 
rebel soldiers fired mortars at a French
owned hotel in Bangui, opening a two-hour 
fire fight with French troops and the presi
dential guards. Throughout December, rebel 
soldiers seized main parts of the city, includ
ing the main armory, according to news 
agency and radio reports from the capital. 

On January 5, French troops- using 
armored cars and helicopter gunships- at
tacked the rebel troops. Among those killed 
were 21 reber soldiers, and 11 civilians. The 
French defense minister claimed the raid 
was a "legitimate defense" in reprisal for 
two French soldiers killed January 4. An
other defense spokesman was cruder, say
ing, "No one kills French soldiers and gets 
away with it," according to the Economist, 
a British magazine. 

Extensive French military in Africa 
France has seven military bases in its 

former African colonies, totaling 9,000 
troops, and maintains "military cooperation 
agreements" with 23 countries in sub-Sa
hara Africa. Paris maintains its second-larg
est military establishment on the continent 
in the Central African Republic. 
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Since launching an assault on Gabon in 
1964, Paris has militarily intervened on the 
African continent an average of once a 
year- 35 times in 34 years. 

While Paris's minister of foreign assis
tance, Jacques Godfrain, implied French 
forces were acting to maintain "the demo
cratic state," other government officials 
have been more blunt about Paris's interest 
in central Africa. Former minister of for
eign assistance Bernard Debre told Juene 
Afrique last year, "For France, Africa is also 
a market. Not a captive market, certainly, 
but not a sieve either. When we aid a coun
try, we must have a minimum in return." 

The Central African Republic is among 
a number of mineral-rich African countries 
plundered by Paris. In 1992, 74 percent of 
the country's exports went to France. The 
main exports are coffee, diamonds, timber, 
and cotton. More than 400,000 carats of gem 
diamonds were mined in 1992, which pro
vide about 27 percent of the country's ex
ports. There are also significant deposits of 
uranium. 

The African franc (CAF) is the currency 
shared by 13 central and western African 
countries. Former French prime minister 
Edouard Balladur and then-foreign minis
ter Alain Juppe- now the prime minis
ter- accepted the International Monetary 
Fund's urging and devalued the CAF, which 
is pegged to the French franc, in 1994. This 
effectively slashed by half the buying power 
for imported goods of workers and peas
ants in the 13 African countries that use the 
CAF. The Central African Republic bought 
51 percent of its 1992 imports from France. 

Living conditions for workers and peas
ants in the Central African Republic are 
among the worst in Africa. Life expectancy 
is 42.5 years and in 1992 the adult illiteracy 
rate was 62 percent. Arable land makes up 
3 percent of the country, and 85 percent of 
the labor force is in agriculture. 

History of Central African Republic 
Paris colonized central Africa in 1894. 

The Central African Republic was created 
by French imperialists to allow French busi
nesses to produce rubber and mine dia
monds there. Hit with an upsurge in colo
nial struggles, Paris was forced to grant the 
country independence in 1960, but has con
tinued to prop up governments there that 
serve French interests. David Dacko became 
the first president after independence. 

Jacques Foccart, who was an adviser to 
French dictator Charles de Gaulle and his 
two successors, recently boasted how he had 
run Africa like a proconsul, appointing 
presidents, sacking them, and getting their 
opponents killed by French secret-service 
agents, according to the Economist. 

Jean-Bedel Bokassa, who seized power 
in a 1965 military coup, proclaimed him
self constitutional emperor in 1976. 
Bokassa's rule was marked by ruthlessness. 
He was backed by France for years, sup-

ported by hundreds of millions of 
dollars in aid. In his recently pub
lished book, Foccart recalled that 
Bokassa was "a very francophile 
military man." Only after a mas
sacre of school children in 1979 
did the French government orga
nize a coup to oust Bokassa. 

At the time the urban masses of 
the Central African Republic were 
mobilizing against Bokassa. Seri
ous opposition to the regime be
gan to emerge in January 1979. 
Students demonstrated and were 
joined by workers and residents 
from Bangui's poorest sections. 
Workers went out on strike, and 
several underground groups 
formed. Police arrested scores of 
activists and students. The French 
regime of Valery Giscard 
d 'Estaing felt it was necessary to 
step in directly to protect French 
political and economic interests 
there. 

In September 1979, French 
Map shows deployment of French imperialist forces 
in central Africa 

military transport planes carrying 
hundreds of troops arrived in Bangui. They 
brought with them Dacko, who had spent 
the previous two months in France. With the 
backing of Paris, Dacko declared himself 
president once again. The current Patasse 
government came to power in 1993, and 
today continues to receive the support of 
Paris. 

The 1979 coup came in the context of a 
broader French imperialist offensive in Af
rica, including bombing raids against West
em Saharan freedom fighters, direct mili
tary intervention against Chad, and - in 
direct collusion with Washington - the 
sending of troops to douse rebellions in 
Zaire. Washington heralded the Paris-made 
coup. A U.S. state department spokesman 
at the time responded, "Vive la France!" And 
an editorial in the Sept. 25, 1979, Wall Street 
Journal lamented that the political climate 
was not conducive to a U.S. intervention, 
no matter what "the size of U.S. interests" 
involved. 

Today, as rivalries between Washington 
and Paris intensify, the tone is not so enthu
siastic. In a January 10 editorial headlined 
"The Virtual Empire," the Wall Street Jour
nal declared that France's "purposes of past 
interventions has not been nearly as altruis
tic." Instead, "the combination of substan
tial business interests and the grandeur af
forded by having a 'virtual empire' more 
often appear to be the main drivers of French 
policy." Recent tension points between the 
rulers of France and the United States in
clude central Africa, the Mideast, and con
trol of NATO forces in southern Europe. 

Continued instability in Zaire 
On January 7, the French government 

acknowledged that European mercenaries 
might be operating in Zaire to prop up the 

government of President Mobutu Sese Seko 
and his army against rebel forces that have 
taken over a strip of eastern Zaire. 

In an eight-week offensive, the rebels 
have driven the Zairian army from a 300-
mile long and 100-mile wide strip along the 
borders of Rwanda, Burundi and Uganda. 
French aid minister Godfrain told journal
ists, "There are European mercenaries in the 
region." 

He was responding to a report by the 
French daily Le Monde that former French 
presidential guards were recruiting merce
naries to help Zaire's army. Le Monde re
ported January 7 that Zairian rebels claimed 
Paris had sent up to 1,000 troops to 
Kisangani in north eastern Zaire - Paris 
denied this. According to the French daily, 
Alain Le Carro, a former lieutenant colonel 
in the Elysee protection unit, is involved in 
recruiting South African, Angolan, 
Mozambican, Belgian, and British merce
naries. 

After nearly four months on the French 
Riviera recovering from cancer treatment, 
Mobutu returned to Zaire December 17. He 
quickly named a new army chief of staff. 
Gen. Mahele Lieko Bokungo is a notorious 
veteran of campaigns to put down several 
uprisings in the region. Mobutu also formed 
a 'crisis government' with opposition lead
ers, retaining the unpopular Premier Leon 
Kengo wa Dondo. Mobutu left Zaire for 
France again January 9. 

Protests in Yugoslavia 

The Canadian government announced 
December 13 that it would end its interven
tion plans to central Africa, abandoning a 
scheme endorsed by the United Nations in 
November to send 15,000 troops under the 
auspices of "humanitarian aid," for 
Rwandan refugees in Zaire. Paris had called 
for UN intervention, and continued to push 
for an early action. However, after the UN 
force was announced, which was to include 
troops from France, the United States, Brit
ain, and Canada, hundreds of thousands of 
refugees returned toR wanda- effectively 
undercutting the excuse for imperialist in
tervention. 

Continued from front page 
on the protesters. General Momcilo Perisic 
held a meeting on the issue with student 
leaders at Belgrade University January 6. 

"Gen. Perisic underlined the Yugoslav 
army's special interest in seeing that all cur
rent problems are overcome within the le
gal institutions of the system in a manner 
deployed in democratic countries," said an 
army statement after the meeting. 

"We have found ourselves on the same 
side since both they and we demand that the 
constitution be observed," said student 
leader Cedomir Jovanavic, one of the stu
dents who met with the army command. 
Dusan Vasiljevic, another student leader, 
told the press that Perisic had promised "no 
repeat of 1991," when the government de
ployed tanks in the streets to quell student
led protests against the Belgrade-initiated 
war in Bosnia. 

The government of Greece, which has 
been a close ally of Milosevic for the last 
half decade, has also called on Belgrade to 
honor the November 17 ballot. 

Washington and other imperialist pow
ers - which maintain an occupation force 
of 60,000 NATO troops in the Yugoslav 
workers state, mostly in Bosnia- have 
continued their push to exploit the situation 
and install a more openly pro-imperialist 
regime in Belgrade. U.S. assistant secretary 

of state John Kornblum said Washington has 
drawn an "action plan" for Serbia, which 
includes a possible unilateral freeze on trade 
deals and diplomatic relations and aid to 
opposition groups. Two U.S. Senators, 
Democrats Carl Levin of Michigan and Jack 
Reed of Rhode Island, addressed a Za jedno 
rally of 20,000 in Belgrade January 15. 

Paris's former colonies in Africa are not 
the only areas giving the French ruling class 
headaches lately. Last November student 
and worker protests exploded in Cayenne, 
the capital of Guyane, a French colony on 
the Caribbean coast of South America. 

The Communist League and Young Socialists in Canada invite you to 
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EU rulers compete 
and push austerity 
in name of 'euro' 
BY MAURICE WILLIAMS 

BROOKLYN, New York- "Capitalist 
politicians in the European Union [EU] say 
that they have to reduce public spending to 
qualify for the European Monetary Union, 
[EMU]," said Sven Carlsson, a communist 
leader from Sweden, at a December 6 Mili
tant Labor Forum here. He noted that the 
falling rate of the bosses' industrial profits 
and the competitive edge of U.S. imperial
ists is driving their rivals in Europe to at
tempt to squeeze more out of the working 
class there. "The attacks by the bosses are 
made in the name of achieving European 
unity and a common European currency," 
he explained. 

Carlsson stated the deepening capitalist 
economic crisis is tearing apart the Euro
pean Union, not leading to any convergence 
or unity among those regimes. The rulers 
are pressed to gut the social wage of work
ing people, but with unemployment hover
ing at post-war highs, they are fearful of 
provoking social explosions as they attempt 
to carry out these assaults. While partici
pants in a recent meeting of EU ministers 
agreed that governments in Europe must try 
to end what they term the "dependency cul
ture," they passed a resolution acknowledg
ing that social benefits "can make a signifi
cant contribution to the maintenance of so
cial peace." 

These social gains are the product of 
massive struggles by workers in Europe. In 
Germany, for instance, 60,000 steelwork
ers waged a 114-day strike in 1957 that 
ended with the unions establishing sick pay 
benefits of 90 percent where none existed 
before. The workweek for many there is 35 
hours, and some plants in the steel industry 
shut down for five minutes once an hour. 
Employees are entitled to four weeks at a 
health spa every three years and workers 
suffering from stress or backache are pre
scribed breaks in mountain resorts, which 
do not count as holidays. 

Carlsson pointed to the 12-day truckers 
strike in France last November, where driv
ers won demands for higher pay, better sick 
benefits, shorter hours, a ban on Sunday 
driving, and a retirement age of 55, instead 
of 60, on a pension at 75 percent of gross 
wages. In 1995, French prime minister Alain 
Juppe tried to raise the retirement age for 
public workers to 60 years. This measure 
was pushed back, after it ignited a strike 
wave in November-December led by rail 
workers. A third of France's public work
ers retire at 50, including rail conductors and 
Paris bus drivers. 

Editors of London's Financial Times ex
pressed "outrage" at the "substantial vic
tory" by the truckers, and worried that their 
victory might be "contagious." 

Criteria to join monetary union 
The heads of state in the European capi

talist governments declared Jan. 1, 1999, as 
the date to establish a common currency -
the euro - and to qualify for membership 

in the EMU. The requirements for member
ship include slashing public deficits to no 
more than 3 percent of gross domestic prod-

uct and a two-year membership in the Ex
change Rate Mechanism (ERM) system, 
which limits currency fluctuations to a range 
of 15 percent above or below the German 
D-mark. Twelve of the 15 EU countries par
ticipate in the ERM. 

The terms were derived from the 
Maastricht Treaty adopted in 1991, which 
was renamed the "stability and growth pact" 
at an EU summit held in Dublin December 
12-14. 

In his talk Carlsson explained, "European 
unity was promoted in the late 1980s by 
rulers in France to as a way to counter com
petition on capitalists in Europe from U.S. 
bosses." French president Jacques Chirac 
recently declared on television that Paris 
wishes to use the euro as a "means to fight 
against the U.S. dollar." 

If capitalist bosses in Europe do not con
solidate their enterprises, "it will be impos
sible to challenge the U.S. giants," wrote 
Bernard Gray for the London daily Finan
cial Times. 

An assault by the U.S. bosses on the 
working class in the 1980s lowered their 
production costs by driving down the price 
of labor power, Carlsson said. Before 1985, 
the hourly wage rates in the United States 
were higher than any of its major imperial
ist competitors in Japan, Germany, France, 
Britain, Italy, or Canada. Within a decade, 
U.S. capitalists became more competitive 
against their rivals in Europe or Japan. 

Manufacturing output in the United States 
rose by more than 57 percent between 1980 
and 1995, while the output of countries in 
the EU increased only 23.4 percent during 
this period. The U.S. industrial output per 
person remains the highest in the world. 
Capitalists in Germany and other countries 
in Europe are hampered by the fact that they 
have not yet been able to smash the system 
of social insurance and related gains -
health care, unemployment compensation, 

pensions, vacations - that the working 
class and labor movement won in the de
cades following World War II. 

Unified Germany doesn't resolve crisis 
Carlsson explained how capitalists 

throughout Europe dreamed of massive 
profits with the fall of the Stalinist police 
apparatuses Eastern Europe in the beginning 
of 1989, which opened the door for reunifi
cation of Germany. "The capitalists exuber
ated a huge euphoria over prospects fpr capi
talist growth in Eastern Europe, Central 
Europe, and the former Soviet Union," said 
Carlsson. "They all jumped on the train, 
pegging their currencies to the D-mark, even 
Sweden." 

In the post-war economic boom in the 
1970s, the "German miracle" became an 
expression as West German capitalism had 
rebuilt its productive capacity with the lat
est technology, becoming the dominant 
power in Europe. 

The rulers in France, the United States, 
the Soviet Union, and elsewhere wanted to 
keep Germany divided. Reunification, 
Carlsson pointed out, was feared by Paris 
and London because it meant reduced sta-

New International no. 1 0 
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Militant/Natasha Terlexis 
A December 20 march of 4,000 farmers in Athens, Greece. The capitalists' drive to up 
profits at the expense of workers will provoke a growing resistance to these attacks. 

tus for them in world politics and less weight 
in politics in Europe. Also Britain's capi
talist rulers are less able to lean on a "spe
cial relationship" with Washington as a 
counterbalance to the growing dominance 
of Germany in Europe and the continuing 
decline of British imperialism. 

"We underestimated the problems in east
em Germany," stated Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl in 1992. "To get the economy going 
the east will take longer and cost more 
money than we thought." By the end of 
1995, Bonn was spending between DM150 
and DM200 billion a year [US$59-127bil
lion] to subsidize state-owned industries in 
the eastern part of the country. Lothar Spath, 
a prominent west German politician and 
businessman, estimated in September 1995 
"the new federal states are dependent on 
subsidies in amounts comparable to today 
for at least 10 years." The social relations 
of the workers state in eastern Germany 
block profitable capitalist investments, and 
will not be reversed short of violence to re
establish capitalist property relations. 

Bonn has also paid $70 billion in loans 
and aid to Russia since reunification, includ
ing money Moscow demanded to pull its 
troops out of eastern Germany. The German 
government has paid a disproportionate 
amount of the sums paid by the IMF and 
World Bank to Russia. France and other 
capitalist countries in Europe had squeezed 
Bonn to do so because the German mark 
had grown very strong. 

Reunification has become a tremendous 
burden on German mark, and in fact makes 
the prospects for a united Euro dimmer than 
ever. Bonn pays nearly two-thirds of the 
nearly $100 billion a year budget of the 
European Union that financed mostly agri
culture subsidies for countries in the south
west of Europe- France, and especially 
Italy, Greece and Spain. 

Rising tensions in currency talks 
The November 25 admittance of Rome 

to the exchange rate mechanism highlights 
the growing tensions between the capitalist 
regimes in Europe. Along with London, 
Rome was booted out the currency system, 
following a devaluation of the lira in 1992. 
Finance ministers debated the terms of 
agreement for two days in Brussels. 

Rome introduced a special "Euro tax" in 
November which would be applied on a 
one-off basis for 1997, starting at 1.5 per
cent of incomes over US$14,973 a year. The 
tax is part of an austerity package designed 
as an attempt to meet the criteria for Italy to 
join the EMU. The government has pledged 
to repay up to 60 percent of the tax begin
ning in 1999. 

The right-wing opposition led by former 
prime minister Silvio Berlusconi attacked 
the levy and organized a demonstration in 
Rome on November 9 of 500,000 people to 
protest the tax increase. Groups of young 
fascists participated in the rally shouting 
"Duce" and raising their arm in the fascist 
greeting as a tribute to Benito Mussolini. 

Other capitalists in Italy expressed dis
appointment with the agreement for the 
country's reentry into the exchange rate 

. mechanism. "There isn't anyone in the chan
celleries of Europe who does not know that 
one of the conditions of success of the euro 
is that Italy remain outside," wrote a com
mentator in the Italian daily ll Messagero. 
"First of all, neither the Germans nor the 
French want us." 

Chirac accused Italian government of 
joining the EMU for competitive advantages 
because of the weak lira. "Paris wants the 

lira to be brought back into a system that 
favors French exports," Carlsson explained. 
According to the International Herald Tri
bune, diplomats say Paris has been pushing 
for the lira to be readmitted at a rate of 950 
lira to the D-mark rather than 1,000 the Ital
ian rulers wanted. 

When the lira was accepted into the ERM 
at 990, Hans Tietmeyer, president of the 
Bundesbank in Germany remarked, "It is 
certainly not a comment on Italy's qualifi
cations for monetary union." Tietmeyer said 
the decision did not guarantee Rome's 
chances of being admitted to the monetary 
union. He denounced as "tricky maneuvers" 
the attempts by the governments of Italy, 
Spain, and France to achieve the require
ments of the EMU. 

French officials call for devaluation 
In another EU controversy, Valery 

Giscard d 'Estaing, former president of 
France and a founder of the European Mon
etary System, sparked a ruckus when he 
asserted that the franc needed to be deval
ued, particularly against the dollar, to make 
French industries more competitive. He said 
the move would also boost growth and re
duce unemployment, which is nearly 13 
percent of the workforce. 

Two members of the Bank of France's 
monetary council have also called for a de
valuation of both the franc and the D-mark 
against the dollar. They openly questioned 
whether the government's 14-year policy of 
linking the franc with the mark has become 
too burdensome. 

Aides to Chirac ~ay any abandonment of 
the franc-mark parity would inflict a mortal 
blow to future European unity and would 
encourage Bonn to establish a mark zone in 
central Europe, leaving France stranded on 
the periphery. 

Tietmeyer, however, asserted that 
Europe's fate may depend less on whether 
it creates a single currency than on its abil
ity to restructure the welfare state - that is 
slash workers' social wage - and cope with 
the strategic repercussions from the collapse 
of the former Soviet Union. He stated 
Europe's competitiveness can only be re
stored when politicians show the courage 
to cut deficits as stipulated by the Maastricht 
treaty and if discipline is enforced to make 
the new euro as sound as the D-mark. 

"There is no chance for Europe to become 
a federal state like the United States. We do 
not have the same binding forces, with one 
big single budget, the same tax and pension 
system," said Tietrneyer. "That's why, in 10 
years time we in Europe will still live in 
separate nation-states." 

Meanwhile, government officials of two 
of the three EU countries still outside the 
ERM, Britain and Sweden, opined that par
ticipating in the exchange rate system would 
not be a decisive condition for joining the 
EMU. "Our position is clear: we do not in
tend to join the ERM and we cannot be 
forced to join," one UK treasury official told 
the Financial Times in late November . 

Erik As brink, finance minister from Swe
den, asserted that Rome's decision to enter 
the ERM would "not influence Sweden's 
decision on ERM participation." 

Yannos Papandoniou, national economy 
and finance minister of Greece, the other EU 
country outside the exchange rate mecha
nism, said November 25 that he was pre
paring the "toughest budget in 15 years" to 
ensure the country was ready for EMU. 

Carlsson pointed to the Maastricht treaty 
as "sort of a political action program for the 

Continued on Page 6 



SELL THE BOOKS WORKERS OF THE WORLD .NEED 
Join the. Campafgn to se tf PilthflfttlerbOoksartd pamphlets 

Sales up in 1996 
This week we're running the 

chart of sales by Pathfinder Book
stores for the last six months of 
1996. Sales of Pathfinder books and 
pamphlets to these outlets for 1996 
was $117,243 -an increase of 70 
percent over the previous year. By 
continuing this trend, socialists can 
broaden their reach to recruit work
ing-class fighters and radicalizing 
youth to the communist movement. 
The following articles highlight 
some successful sales of revolution
ary literature by socialist activists 
participating in political events 
around the world. 

BYRON POULSEN 
AND LINDA HARRIS 

SYDNEY, Australia- Over the 
past five months Pathfinder support
ers in Sydney have been consis
tently reaching and going over our 
monthly goal for sales of Pathfinder 
books. 

Increased sales were spurred last 
August by the visit of U.S. Socialist 
Workers presidential candidate 
James Harris. This coincided with a 
mass rally of unionists, Aboriginal 
fighters and student activists in 
Canberra. Pathfinder supporters 
mobilized to reach as many workers 
and youth as possible at the rally. 
Using a special offer that focused 
on books that are important to work
ers helped maximize sales and sign 
up a new Pathfinder Readers Club 
member. 

In the past few months, using the 
circulation drive to reach out with 
the Militant and the Marxist maga
zine New International, gave a boost 
to Pathfinder sales. Sales on the job 
were a particularly important part of 
this. We have sold 28 units in three 
different factories in the last five 
months. Suggesting the books that 
people may want to read stemming 
from political discussions is key. 
Catalogs and Pathfinder Readers 
Club leaflets with book covers dis
played have also helped. Two 
workmates bought copies of 
Woman's Evolution: From Matriar
chal Clan to Patriarchal Family by 
Evelyn Reed in one week from such 
a leaflet! 

Another big plus for sales was a 
trip by Pathfinder supporters from 
Sydney and Auckland to the Philip
pines. At two conferences of work
ers, students and international del
egates, which mobilized to oppose 
the Asia Pacific Economic Coopera
tion (APEC) summit, we sold 62 titles, 
including 10 New Internationals. 

Consistently convincing people 
of the advantages of belonging to 
the Pathfinder Readers Club led to a 

boost in the numbers of people join
ing. Signing up new members to the 
Pathfinder Readers Club has in
creased our sales of revolutionary 
literature. At the end of last year, a 
special offer drew big sales to new 
members. One new member bought 
19 books in the last two months. 

Pathfinder supporters consis
tently set up book stalls at many 
political events. Neat and attractive 
placards that feature book covers 
help draw people to the stall. Our 
best sales have been at an East 
Timor conference and a festival for 
Cuba. 

BYMARYNELLBOCKMAN 
BOSTON- A highlight of sales 

this month was at the "Rethinking 
Marxism" conference sponsored by 
the magazine of the same name on 
December 5-8 at the University of 
Massachusetts in Amherst. 
Around 800 students and academ
ics from around the world attended 
including participants from South 
Africa, the United Kingdom, Aus
tralia, Canada, France, Mexico, Ja
pan, Germany, Italy, and many uni
versities in the United States. Vol
unteers staffed a Pathfinder table 
on all four days of the conference 
and sold a total of 44 books and 
pamphlets. The Pathfmder table also 
became a center for discussion 
among participants who came to the 
conference looking for an opportu
nity to discuss the relevance and 
application of Marxist ideas today. 

Pathfinder books were familiar to 
many of the participants. A profes
sor from Mexico had bought books 
at our table at the Mexico City Book 
Fair last year. Someone else had 
seen us at the New England Book
sellers Association trade show. 

A number of people said they 
had been in Pathfinder bookstores 
in different cities as well. Others 
weren't familiar with titles before 
they came, but left with catalogs and 
books. Two graduate students from 
Korea came by the table several 
times, finally purchasing a copy of 
New International no. 10 that fea
tures the article "Imperialism's 
March toward Fascism and War." 

Three copies of New Interna
tional and five Pathfinder titles on 
the Cuban revolution were among 
the books sold at the conference. 
The official program included only 
one academic paper on Cuba out of 
the 600 presented at 190 workshops 
during the conference. 

Pathfinder was the only table 
among the 15 booksellers and 
groups that had Marx and Engels 

Monthly Sales of Pathfinder Books 
December Totals Previous Months 

Countries/ Goal Sold 'I(. Sold Nov. Oct. Sept. Aug. July 
Cities 

AUSTRALIA 36 49 111% 103% 1211% 119% 53% 

SWEDEN 40 44 ''110% 90% 0% 105% 88% 130% 

FRANCE 25 21 104% 

CANADA 

Toronto 80 94 711% 1211% 1011% 50% 79% 
Montreal 72 39 89% 89% 93% 40% 96% 
Vancouver 32 11 128% 106% 38% 100% 9% 
Total 184 144 91% 109% 90% 68% 74% 

NEW ZEAlAND 

Auckland 56 51 79% 70% 52% 65% 48% 
Christchurch 32 9 63% 56% 56% 91% 38% 
Total 88 60 73% 65% 53% 73% 44% 

UNITED STATES 

Houston 45 54 't~' 109% 1311% 311% 51% 35% 
Atlanta 48 55 l1$% 194% 140% 104% 98% 63% 
Boston 65 72 . 111"Jf>: 72% 100% 100% 71% 40% 
Chicago 77 83 ;.~ 197% 97% 155% 79% 64% 
Washington,DC 64 68 ;.106%. 303% 105% 75% 56% 102% 
Los Angeles 120 87 ·:~ 133% 126% 111% 129% 73% 
Greensboro 77 54 .70'1{. 39% 26% 39% 85% 80% 
Salt Lake City 40 28 10% 35% 48% 45% 46% 72% 
San Francisco 95 60 -~~" 194% 145% 118% 106% 52% 
Miami 45 28 .62'!£ 382% 178% 73% 96% 56% 
Peoria 36 21 .. .'5~ 120% 44% 85% 104% 93% 
Detroit 70 35 . ··soot. 91% 116% 114% 103% 69% 
Pittsburgh 63 31 4~ 43% 87% 37% 59% 27% 
Twin Cities 104 48 46')£ 82% 60% 63% 62% 106% 
Cleveland 50 22 .. )l4l){. 28% 100% 0% 74% 0% 
New York 128 52 ·41'!£ 25% 76% 70% 54% 59% 
Des Moines 45 14 . 31'!£ 0% 31% 33% 49% 0% 
Birmingham 50 15 3Q'j{. 58% 68% 38% 60% 43% 
Seattle 80 24 30'1{. 101% 116% 69% 85% 35% 
Morgantown 32 8 . 2S'J£ 22% 106% 34% 75% 25% 
Newark* 171 o%. 26% 32% 63% 58% 20% 
Philadelphia* 50 O')(. 84% 104% 35% 38% 48% 
Total 1555 859 - 90% 86% 76% 74% 53% 
Goal/Should be 1800 1800 100% 100% 100% 

UNITED KINGDOM 

London 170 78 46%' 72% 100% 88% 182% 121% 
Manchester 78 10 13% 63% 58% 183% 128% 0% 
Total 248 88 fl$% 70% 87% 108% 150% 74% 

GREECE* 13 0'1{. 100% 0% 115% 
*No new report 

IN THE UNIONS 
for sale at the conference. We distributed about 80 December Previous months 

Unions Goal Sale Total Nov. Oct. Sept Aug. july 
copies of the 1996 Pathfinder catalog and sold eight AUSTRALIA 

books on the Russian revolution and the Commu- AMWU 4 t2S~ 150% 0% 50% 250 

nist International, including two copies of To See CANADA 
the Dawn: Baku, /920 -First Congress of the USWA 8 13 16:¥}1. 100% 75% 143 

Peoples of the East. Altogether, participants bought lAM 8 10 1~5% 50% 0% 63% 23% 62% 

nearly $650 worth of Pathfinder books. CAW 6 17% 33% 67% 
Total 14 11 """ 43% . O'J(, 1110 23% 62% 

UNITED STATES 
UNITE 26 11 4i'll> 42% 35% 92% 46% 19% 
UAW 65 25 38% 0% 23% 55% 42% 0% 
UFCW 6 2 33$ 50$ 83$ 33$ 0% 0% 
lAM 59 19 32% 48$ 87% 46$ 44% 11$ 
USWA 46 12 26~ 15')6 30% 28$ 34$ O'Jb 
OCAW 44 11 25% 16')6 17% 33$ SO% 33% 
UTU 94 11 12% 22$ 23$ 0% 46$ 0% 
UMWA 5 0 ~ 20% 80$ 80% 40'Jb 40% 
Total 345 91 26%. 23% 29% 35% 45% 18% 

BRITAIN 
AEEU 10 4 . 4\l'J£ 40$ 0$ 50$ 0% 90$ 
RMT* 10 ~ 0')6 50% 0$ 50$ O'Jb 
TGWU 7 ii'Jb 29$ 0$ 100 0% 29% 
Total 27 4 15$ 22$ 0$ 56$ 19$ 56$ 
Goal 400 400 tllO'l(. 
• No new report 

lAM -International Association of Machinists; OCAW-011, 
Chemical and Atomic Workers; UAW- United Auto Workers; 
UFCW- United Food and Commercial Workers; UMWA- United 

Militant/Eric Simpson 
Mlne: Workers of America; UNITE - Union of Ne:e:dle:trade:s, 
Industrial and Textile: Employe:e:s; USWA- Unite:d Ste:e:lworke:rs of 

Capital fund contributions helped complete America; UTU - United Transportation Union. 

repair of Pathfinder building's south waD. 

Capital fund, sales of Marxist classics 
Continued from front page 
and factory behind it- for the next several de
cades. The capital fund also financed the project 
carried out by dozens of volunteers over the month 
of December to return Pathfinder's fulfillment op
eration to the building in New York. 

"We'll be making a special effort over the next 
few weeks to reach the $280,000," said fund direc
tor Dave Prince. "This will put us in a position to 
look toward accelerating payments on major equip
ment purchases -" thereby saving interest. 

Engels and 22 sets of the Collected Works of 
Lenin have been ordered. The offer ends on 
January 31, although sets will be held until the 
end of March with a 25 percent down payment. 
(See ad on pages 8-9.) 

The new owners of these important writings 
by the revolutionary leaders are from 11 cities in 
the United States, as well as the United King
dom, Australia, and Canada. 

Militant/Georges Mehrabian 

The March of"Sans Papiers" (Undocumented). An international team of 
volunteers staffing a Pathfinder table at a Nov. 30, 1996, demonstration for 
immigrant rights in Paris, France. 

Meanwhile, Pathfinder's special sale of the 
works of Karl Marx, Frederick Engels, and V.I. Lenin 
has been picking up steam. Two weeks into Janu
ary more. than three dozen individuals had taken 
advantage of Pathfinder's special sale of the col
lected works of the communist leaders. To date, 
some 37 sets of the Collected Works of Marx and 

The response to the sale has been better than 
anticipated. On January 12 and 13 some 50 vol
unteers gathered at the Pathfinder building to 
collate additional sets of the collected works in 
preparation for anticipated orders during the last 
two weeks of the offer. Volunteers also put on 
the finishing touches of the new distribution 
operation that has been set up here to ship Path
finder titles to customers around the world.· 
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- YOUNG SOCIALISTS AROUND THE WORLD 

Newark YS chapter puts politics into practice 
This column is written and edited by 

the Young Socialists (YS), an interna
tional organization of young workers, 
students, and other youth fighting for so
cialism. For more information about the 
YS write to: Young Socialists, P.O. Box 
14392, St. Paul, MN 55104. Tel: (612) 644-
0015. Compuserve: 105162,605 

BY STEFANIE TRICE 
NEWARK, New Jersey- Young So

cialists in New York and New Jersey fin
ished off the New Year with a joint raffle 
held at a party celebrating the successful 
set-up of Pathfinder's new pick and pack 
fulfillment operation. Young activists, in
cluding one from Algeria, were among 
those who came. We raised $105 dollars for 
the YS national office. 

Coming out of the successful recruitment 
drive in the final months of 1996, the New 
Jersey Young Socialists chapter started the 
new year with a meeting to chart out our 

Your pictures could run with this column! 
The M//lt8ntencourages Its readers to 
send in pictures of YSers in political 
actMty and selling Pathfinder books. 

Political Principles, . 
Campaigns and Rules 

of Organization 

tasks and perspectives for the coming year. 

Weekly meetings, classes 
Central to the tasks of the newly doubled 

chapter was concretely setting into action 
the perspectives we've been discussing since 
the national leadership meeting this Decem
ber: building a proletarian youth organiza
tion. Our starting point was the essential 
need to organize ourselves through weekly 
membership meetings, without which our 
chapter will cease to exist. We decided to 
affirm Sundays as the day for our chapter 
meeting, the only day it's been consistently 
possible to have full membership meetings. 
With this, we concluded, other priorities 
such as classes will have to be scheduled so 
that they don't push this essential institu
tion aside. 

We voted to start on a new leg of our class 
series, public classes Saturday nights, which 
will take up Marxist classics, as well as The 
Changing Face of U.S. Politics: Working
Class Politics and the Trade Unions and 
"The Opening Guns of World War III" from 
New International no.7, in preparation for 
the upcoming convention in Atlanta. We're 
presently working with the local branch of 
the Socialist Workers Party, who have co
sponsored our most recent classes, to de
velop and co-sponsor a detailed syllabus. 

In looking at our success in recruitment 
over the past period, we addressed the ques
tion of "What are we recruiting to?" We 
concurred with the conclusions of the na
tional leadership meeting in December 
1996: that to recruit to a communist youth 
organization we must be on an axis of pro
paganda. With that conclusion, we voted to 
take the following steps: 

Engage jointly in Sunday mobilizations 
with the SWP to further propaganda and 
recruitment work; selling the Militant and 
Pathfinder books; to actively build Friday 
evening Militant Labor Forums; to estab
lish "Recruitment Wednesdays": organizing 
to do collective work each Wednesday to 
follow up with contacts and set up book 
tables in crnnmunities and at political events. 
We also voted to pay regular attention to ad
vancing our work in New Brunswick, where 
one member of our chapter attends Rutgers 
University and where we have the potential 

for a new chapter; to have a recruitment 
point at each chapter meeting, using it to 
organize our work on Wednesdays; to pro
pose to the SWP that a YS member chosen 
by the chapter be added to their committee, 
which organizes weekly sales work such as 
the Sunday mobilizations; 

These decisions are how we intend to 
make recruitment part of everything we do. 
We consider writing for the YS column in 
the Militant as part of recruitment work as 
well, letting people who read the paper know 
that there's an organization they can join. 

Finances 
The chapter also assigned a financial di

rector to bring in a financial point at the first 
meeting of each month, organize collection 
of dues, oversee fundraising activities, and 
present budgets to the chapter for approval. 

We see finances as one of the points 
we've been weakest at, so we're looking 
forward to launching some aggressive 
fundraising in the upcoming months, begin
ning with a party in late January. We will 
continue to organize frequent raffles, din
ners, and socials while pursuing campus 
speaking engagements that often pay hono
rarium. 

Fundraising, if organized politically, of
ten intersects with recruitment. One ex
ample of this is the opportunity we have to 
work with a student from northeast Penn
sylvania who expressed interest in joining 
the Young Socialists and wants us to speak 
at her high school. We are going to visit her, 
and we want to raise money to send a team 
to the Wheeling-Pitt strike in Ohio, Penn
sylvania and West Virginia, bringing people 
like her with us. 

Finally, we voted to send 50 percent of 
all funds we raise at upcoming events to the 
Young Socialists National Office and to 
launch a local "Countdown to Atlanta Fund" 
to facilitate the participation of all youth 
who want to attend the 2nd Convention of 
the Young Socialists this March. 

Putting it into practice 
As soon as we adjourned our January 4, 

Sunday meeting, we dispatched a sales team 
to attend a local symposium in downtown 
Newark called: The State of Black and 

Latino Youth, sponsored by a local Maoist 
group, Black NIA F.O.R.C.E. The main 
speakers were Sista Souljah, an activist and 
writer, and Kathleen Cleaver, a former Black 
Panther member and presently a lawyer. 
Approximately 400 people, many of whom 
were young, attended the event. While ref
erences were frequently made to the chronic 
violence of capitalism, the solutions pre
sented mainly focused on individual moral
ity, education and the strengthening of the 
family. There were no revolutionary or com
munist perspectives presented. People 
flocked to the table set up by the Young 
Socialists outside the building where the 
event was held. Six books were sold in less 
than an hour with titles ranging from What 
is to be Done? by V.I. Lenin; Episodes of 
the Cuban Revolutionary War, by Che 
Guevara; and FBI on Trial. Others bought 
catalogs; copies of the socialist newspaper, 
the Militant; took leaflets on upcoming 
classes and forums; and signed up for more 
information on the Young Socialists. 

On Wednesday, January 8, we worked 
through the backlog of contact names which 
for too long have been unattended. We be
gan to pare them down enough to be able to 
focus on those who are truly potential re
cruits and institute more timely follow up 
on those we meet weekly. 

On Friday, January 10, we met a young 
worker named Andre interested in the YS 
at the Militant Labor Forum on "Sexual 
Harassment in the Military." The next day, 
the chapter held a successful class on the 
Communist Manifesto, led by Ric, the new
est member of our chapter, and Luis Madrid, 
a member of the National Committee of the 
SWP. The weekend progressed on Sunday, 
January 12, with more than half of the chap
ter participating in voluntary labor to com
plete some final work on the pick-and-pack 
operation and collate volumes of the Col
lected Works of Marx and Engels and V.I. 
Lenin. We held discussions on the potential 
for SWP and YS members to work together 
in the trade unions in New Jersey, and fin
ished with a successful chapter meeting. 

Stefanie Trice is a member of the United 
Transportation Union. YS member Brock 
Satter contributed to this article. 

Japan stock market balloon sinks to two-year low 
BY BOB MILLER and 1/2 percent, Japanese companies can-

The Japanese stock market nosedived 11 not find attractive investment opportunities 
percent and the first section lost $266 bil- in Japan." Capital investment in capacity in-
lion in the first week of trading in 1997. creasing industrial plant and equipment is 
This was capped by a 4.3 percent rout on not expanding. 
January 10, the largest one day loss in two The Financial Times also noted, "there is 
years. little sign that the collapse in the price of 

Tokyo Stock Exchange officials said that property, which provides the main collateral 
in this one day of trading, the lost value in for bank lending, is at an end." This "com-
shares listed on the exchange's first section ment and analysis" column recalled a reces-
totaled $108 billion- more than the stock sion in 1937-38 during the Great Depres-
market value of Toyota Motor Corp. sion in the United States, adding, "it took 

The Tokyo stock market, the second larg- the heavy military spending of the second 
est in the world, has fallen more than 16 world war to put the U.S. economy back on 
percent in five weeks and 24 percent below its feet." 
the 1996 peak last June. "There was really no new developments 

Financial shares have been taking the that alone could account for the drop. The 
worst beating. Shares in banks, security massive selling itself became the news, and 
firms and insurance companies have been just lured more panic sellers into the mar-
pummeled. "The sell-off has pushed the ket," said Yasuo Ueki, director of equities 
shares of some banks, which are struggling operations at Nikko Securities. 
todisposeofbillionsofdollarsinsourloans, Last month Japan's Economic Planning 
to precarious levels," the New York Times Agency estimated that the gross domestic 
reported. product would grow only 1.9 percent in the 

In order to meet international stan- fiscalyearendingMarch31, 1998-itslow-
dards, banks need to maintain capital est forecast since World War II. Japan is only 
equal to 8 percent of outstanding loans. one year out of a five year long recession, 
According to the Economist, with the the deepest in fifty years. 
Nikkei stock market index at 17,000, half Japan's prime minister, Ryutaro 
of the top 20 Japanese banks will be un- Hashimoto, has also announced that there 
dercapitalized. The Nikkei closed at will be no more government efforts to jump 
17,303 on January 10. start the economy. In 1996, some $97 bit-

The banks are "caught in a dangerous lion in public cash outlays and tax breaks 
spiral. As overall shares fall, bank stock helped boost the economy. This year the 
portfolios shrink, eroding the profits and government's deficit will grow to an esti-
capital they use to write off bad loans. In- mated 3.7 percent of GDP compared to a 
vestors then sell bank shares again on fears 3.4 percent surplus in 1991. 
the workout of their bad loan problems will Estimates for growth in corporate earn-
be delayed, driving down the market again," ings for the year ending in March have 
the Wall Street Journal remarked. been cut in half. Meanwhile, the Japanese 

The Financial Times compared the Japa- yen is at a 45-month low against the dol-
nese market to the United States following lar. 
the stock market collapse on 1929. "It has Since the inflated bubble of stock and land 
been caught in a liquidity trap." Continu- prices was pricked in 1989, the bank stock 
ing, "even with short term interest rates at index has lost 61 percent of its value. Bad 
half a percent and the long bond yield at 2 loans have yet to be cleared. "I think we are 
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much closer to a meltdown in Japanese fi
nancial assets now than we have ever been," 
said Jeff Uscher, the editor of Grant's Asia 
Observer. 

"Any worsening in the condition of 
Japan's banks is likely to be much more 

contagious across the world than a slide in 
the Japanese equity market," the Financial 
Times warned. 

Bob Miller is a member of UAW Loca/980 
in Edison; New Jersey. 

European Union crisis 
Continued from Page 4 
ruling classes in Europe." They must wage 
assaults on the working there and lower the 
social wage, Carlsson said. "When the 
bosses in Germany attempted to implement 
a cut in sick pay benefits, they set off defen
sive strikes and protests involving hundreds 
of thousands of workers. 

"Giscard d' Estaing can dream of devalu
ing the franc, and sell more commodities, 
but in the end you can't make a dent by writ
ing down your currency," he explained. 
"You have to lower the social wage. But like 
the French truckers strike, there will be more 
battles by workers that destabilize capital
ist equilibrium." 

Carlsson mentioned the walkout of 
more than 400,000 steelworkers in Ger
many on October 24 protesting the 
bosses' attempts to cut sick pay benefits. 
An earlier strike and demonstrations in
volving up to some 100,000 workers 
forced the employers at Mercedes-Benz 
and other companies to back down over 
the sick pay dispute. 

Elsewhere in Europe, a national strike 
involving some 7 million workers de
manding higher wages was organized 
December 13 in Italy, while thousands of 
working farmers in Greece ended their 
road blockades just before Christmas. The 
farmers, who were calling for higher 
prices for their products to guarantee 
them a living income among other de-

mands, had mobilized up to 10,000 trac
tors to shut down the country's main 
transportation arteries. 

Carlsson noted that some figures in the 
workers movement, such as Socialist Party 
leader Lionel J ospin of France, have called 
for supporting the EMU. But workers should 
not get trapped in the framework of the EMU 
debate. 

"Whether there will be a European Mon
etary Union is not so important for the work
ing class," Carlsson explained. "The key is 
to resist attacks by bosses. Workers need 
their own action program." Defending im
migrant rights and extending social entitle
ments are an important part of a working 
class program to fight against the bosses' 
austerity measures. The fight for a shorter 
workweek with no cut in pay and jobs for 
all is essential to forging unity among the 
working class, he said. More than four mil
lion people are unemployed in Germany 
while the jobless rate in France is at record 
highs. Above all, he said, working people 
need international solidarity, not to take 
sides in the conflict among capitalists over 
a common currency. 

"There will be more and more instability 
in Europe," Carlsson stated. "The great thing 
about this is the struggles and the political 
polarization, which will increase. The rul
ers in Europe today have to go directly after 
the working class as a whole and that will 
provide great openings for communists." 



Tel Aviv agrees to 
withdrawal plan 
Continued from front page 
divided into two sections, one to be patrolled 
by Palestinian police and the other by Is
raeli forces. "Joint mobile units" are to pa
trol the "commanding heights" overlooking 
the city, a neighborhood called Abu Sneineh. 
The Israeli soldiers in these units will be 
armed with M-16 rifles, while the Palestin
ian Authority officers will have Mini
Ingram submachine guns, which are less 
accurate and have a shorter range. The joint 
units may be deployed anywhere in the city 
by a joint District Coordination Office; 

The 400 Palestinian police allowed un
der the agreement will be required to keep 
their rifles locked in their stations, to be used 
by special police units only after notifying 
Israeli officials. In addition, Palestinians are 
not to carry weapons in a "buffer zone" 
around the Israeli-controlled area without 
Israeli permission and are mandated to set 
up checkpoints to control Arabs entering the 
area, where some 30,000 Palestinians reside. 

Many issues still not resolved 

proposed to end the last stage of further re
deployments from the rest of the West Bank 
in 1999," Tayeb Abdel-Rahim, general sec
retary of the Palestinian presidency, told the 
Reuters news agency. "We rejected that, so 
to break the deadlock in the talks, Ross pro
posed as a compromise in mid-1998, and 
we rejected this as well." The Palestinians 
also demanded dates for the release of Pal
estinian prisoners, the right to open an air
port in the Gaza strip, and a road allowing 
free passage between Palestinian-controlled 
areas in the West Bank and Gaza. 

In an interview with the Wall Street Jour
nal days before reaching the accord, 
Netanyahu reiterated his intention to prevent 
Palestinians from having full sovereignty in 
their state. "The Palestinians should have 
self-government absent those powers nor
mally associated with sovereignty that could 
threaten the state of Israel, such as control 
of airspace or control of underground water 
resources or the ability to make military 
pacts with regimes like Iran or Iraq," said 
the prime minister. 

Though it is not legally required, 
Netanyahu is submitting the new accord to 
his 18-member cabinet for approval. Seven 
members of that body indicated they would 
vote against it, and five others stated they 
were undecided. 

Struggle continues on the ground 
Other right wing leaders have expressed 

their resistance to accept the agreements. 
Yisrael Harel, one of the founders of the 
Council of Jewish Settlements in Judea and 
Samaria said, "I must tell you that the found
ing fathers of the Council have reached a 

Thousands of Palestinians rally at the Khan Yunis refugee camp December 20 in the 
Gaza Strip. The agreement reached by Israeli and Palestinian officials will not resolve 
conflicts until settlers and occupation army are withdrawn from Palestinian lands. 

point that it is better to bring down the gov
ernment than let this government bring 
down our dreams and our beliefs," he told 
the New York Times. Leaders of the Zionist 
settlers met January 14 in Jerusalem to plan 
a protest campaign against the government 
over the accords. 

Palestinians in Hebron have already 
started preparing for the withdrawal of the 
Zionist troops by painting over political 
graffiti on the storefront shutters in the 
downtown Bab Izawiya area of Hebron. 
Izzedine Sharabati, one of the Palestinians 
living in the area that will remain under Is
raeli control told reporters, "There will be 
no peace between us and the settlers. The 
only solution is to get them out of Hebron" 

altogether. 
Meanwhile, Israeli troops bulldozed three 

metal shacks January 14 that were home to 
a Bedouin family as part of expanding a 
Jewish settlement. Some 45 families from 
the Jahalin Bedouin tribe have lived in the 
territory near Jerusalem for decades. The 
Jahalin, who have been ordered by the Is
raeli Supreme Court to leave in August, had 
been offered land near Abus Dis, a West 
Bank village on the outskirts of Jerusalem. 
They rejected the rocky area, as it is too 
close to a garbage dump. Around 2,000 
Jahalin live in the Maale Adumim area, the 
largest West Bank settlement. Tens of thou
sands of other Jahalin live in Israeli-con
trolled areas. 

The "declaration of principles" reached 
in Oslo between Arafat and the former Is
raeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin in Sep
tember 1993 established stages for Pales
tinians to take control over occupied lands 
of Gaza Strip and the West Bank. The first 
was control over Gaza and Jericho; the sec
ond, which began in September 1995, called 
for Israeli withdrawal from Palestinian 
towns in the West Bank, followed by the 
election of a Palestinian Legislative Coun
cil. A three-stage withdrawal of Israeli 
forces from the West Bank over 18 months 
was to be completed by September 1997. A 
final round of talks over the status of Jerusa
lem, the Jewish settlements, and borders, 
was to finish the process by May 1999. 
Under that agreement, by that time there 
should be 85 percent Palestinian control over 
the West Bank. As of now, the Palestinian 
Authority has direct control over 7 percent 
of the area, and administrative control in 
other settlements of about 25 percent. 

UK rulers face growing divisions 

The "note of agreement" accompanying 
the new accord on Hebron lists the outstand
ing issues that were to have been addressed 
by the Oslo accord. Among other things, it 
states Tel Aviv will complete three troop 
withdrawals from the West Bank by mid-
1998, though the Israeli regime says it will 
unilaterally decide the extent and location 
of the redeployments. 

Washington brokered the new accord, 
with the aid of the Jordanian regime. U.S. 
envoy Ross, who headed the negotiations, 
had threatened to quit the talks when it 
reached a deadlock after Netanyahu refused 
to set a final deadline for withdrawal of the 
troops. 

Palestinian leaders had initially rejected 
Washington's proposals stating that it breaks 
the Oslo interim accords of 1995. "Israel has 

Continued from back page 
won a majority in the parliamentary elec
tions it would form an administration for the 
first time in 17 years. It would be only the 
sixth Labour government this century, dur
ing which time Labour has been in office 
for a total of less than 22 years. While the 
Labour Party program today is the most right 
wing in its history, a Labour government will 
carry the expectations of millions of work
ers. In an effort to dampen these expecta
tions Blair pledges that he will make no 
promises he cannot keep. However, the 
bosses are fully aware that a Labour gov
ernment, tied as it is to the trade union bu
reaucracy, will come under destabilizing 
pressures from fights which break out in the 
ranks. 

At the Trades Union Congress in August, 
the Labour Party officials intervened to dem
onstrate to the rulers their ability to resist 
such pressures, and break free of union in-

Opening Guns of World War III 
WASHINGTON'S ASSAULT ON IRAQ 

Jack Barnes 
The U.S. government's murderous assault on Iraq heralded increas

ingly sharp conflicts among imperialist powers. the rise of rightist 
and fascist forces. growing instability of international capitalism. 

and more wars. In New International no. 7. $12.00 

Palestine and the Arabs' 
Fight for Liberation 
Fred Feldman and Georges Sayad 
An overview of the Palestinian struggle from 
World War I to the beginning of the intifada 
in 1987.$4.00 

Israel: A Colonial-Settler State? 
Examines the Zionist colonialization of Palestine 

and how the state of Israel was formed. 
Maxime Rodinson 

$11.95 

U.S. Hands off the Mideast! 
CUBA SPEAKS OUT AT 
THE UNITED NATIONS 
Fidel Castro, Ricardo Alarcon 
The case against Washington's 1990-91 embargo 
and war against Iraq. as presented by the Cuban 
government at the United Nations. $10.95 

Available from bookstores. including those 
listed on page 12. or write Pathfinder. 410 
West St.. New York. NY 10014. Tel: (212) 
741-0690. Fax: (212) 727-0150. When or
dering by mail, please include $3 to cover 
shipping and handling. 

fluence. In addressing the ongoing indus
trial action of rail and postal workers, they 
threatened a Labour Government would be 
prepared to introduce legislation curtailing 
the right to strike in the public sector. 

Both Labour and Conservative Party con
ferences avoided confronting the question 
of what they intend to do to drive down pub
lic spending on workers' pensions, educa
tion, health care, and unemployment ben
efit - the key issue which the ruling class 
wants resolved. The major obstacle that the 
rulers face, whichever party holds office, is 
the capacity of working people to resist, 
which is a permanent factor despite the slow 
pace of actions today. The continuing fight 
by Liverpool dockers to a company lock
out 14 months ago and a summer of one
day actions to defend pay and conditions by 
rail and postal workers have indicated to the 
bosses the challenge they must still confront. 

The Economist, a British financial 
weekly, reviewing the record of 17 years of 
Conservative Party rule, dwelt on the limi
tations of inroads made against the social 
wage. Since the ConservRtive government 
came to power in 1979, it pointed out, the 
cost of welfare has risen by half in real terms, 
and from 23 percent to 26 percent of GDP, 
even if on previous governments' records 
recessions might have driven it much higher. 
The Tories had to "squeeze hard" in some 
areas, "But the broad goals of the system 
and the resulting cost to taxpayers, have 

changed much less than most of the 
government's critics allow -and less than 
some of its critics would have wished." 

An editorial in the conservative Daily 
Telegraph headlined: "But would Blair cut 
welfare?" poured scorn on the Labour Party 
leader's September 16 speech to a gather
ing of City Of London Business people. 

"When a Labour leader says: 'We want 
people to consume more. We want high 
quality public services. We want people to 
pay lower taxes,' then the more cynical 
might be forgiven for counting the 
spoons .... " Also noting that" After 17 years 
of trying to cut back the state they [the Con
servative government] have merely suc
ceeded in preventing it from absorbing more 
of the national output than it did in 1979," 
the editorial goes on to complain, "To de
liver rising living standards, and lower taxa
tion, this bill must be cut, but perhaps a pub
lic acknowledgment of this was a bridge too 
far yesterday, even for a reforming Labour 
leader." 

The Financial Times in an editorial re
viewing the party conferences on October 
12 commented, "Mr. Major has yet to ex
plain how he can offer lower taxes without 
cutting into the core of the Welfare State. 
Mr. Blair insists that a radical improvement 
in public services would carry only the 
smallest price tag. In reality, the next Gov
ernment will be obliged to make much 
harder choices than either will admit." 

200 rally in N.Y. for Irish activist 
BY MARC LICHTMAN 

NEW YORK- Some 200 people par
ticipated in a spirited demonstration at the 
German airline Lufthansa here January ll 
in support of bail for R6isfn McAliskey, the 
daughter of longtime Irish nationalist and 
human rights campaigner Bernadette Devlin 
McAliskey. 

R6isfn McAliskey is being held in a Lon
don prison facing extradition to Germany 
for alleged participation in an Irish Repub
lican Army attack on a British military base 
there. No credible evidence of her involve
ment has been presented. McAliskey is six 
months pregnant and has a number of seri
ous medical problems, but the German gov
ernment opposes her release on bail while 
the extradition proceedings take place. 

On her many speaking tours of the United 

States, Bernadette Devlin McAliskey has 
become known as a fierce opponent of all 
forms of racism. The demonstration for her 
daughter attracted Black rights activists and 
campaigners for imprisoned Native Ameri
can activist Leonard Peltier, as well as many 
Irish American and other activists. Former 
New York City Mayor David Dinkins sent 
greetings. Demonstrations were held on the 
same day in Los Angeles and Washington, 
D.C. 

The Friends of R6isfn McAliskey can be 
reached c/o O'Dwyer and Bernstien, 52 
Duane St., New York, NY l 0007, or at (718) 
436-4770. They are requesting that people 
telephone the German Embassy in Washing
ton, D.C., and the various German Consu
lates demanding that Bonn drop its opposi
tion to bail. 
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Basic Works of Marx, Engels and Lenin 

8 

The Condition of the 
Working Class in England 
FREDERJCK ENGELS 

Written in I 845, this pioneering work 
explains how the conditions of life 
capitalism imposes on the modern 
working class drive it to fight for its 
emancipation. S I 7.95 

ENGELS 
The Condition 
of the Worktng-Ciais 
In England 

(sale price $8.951 

Child labor in British mines, from The Condition of the Working Class in England 

Marx and Engels on 
the United States 
KARL MARX AND FREDERICK ENGELS 

Articles and letters from I 846 to 
I 895 examine the rise of U.S. 
capitalism, the historic conflict with 
a system based on slave labor, the 
impact of the frontier and free 
land, and the challenges facing 
the emerging working-class 
movement. lndespensable for 
understanding the economic roots 
and consequences of the Civil War 
and class structure of the United 
States in the 2 I st century. S I 5.95 
(sale price $7.951 

The Housing Question 
FREDERICK ENGELS 

Why the shortage of housing is a 
necessary product of the capitalist 
social and economic order. $5.00 
(sale price $2.501 

Ludwig Feuerbach and 
the End of Classical 
German Philosophy 
A concise account of the 
development of the materialist 
world outlook. $4.00 (sale 
price $2.001 

The Peasant War 
in Germany 
FREDERICK ENGELS 

S I 2.95 (sale price $6.45) 

The Wages System 
FREDERJCK ENGELS 

Is "a fair days wages for a fair 
days work" possible? Should 
workers build their own political 
party? Can trade unions play a 
revolutionary role? A series of 
articles written for the labor 
press in Britain. $2.00 
(sale price $1 .00) 

On the Emancipation 
of Women 
VJ.LENIN 

Writings and speeches by the 
central leader of the Russian 
revolution on the fight for 
womens equality and the 
struggle for socialism. $4.95 
(sale price $2.45) 

Marx 
Eniels 

on the 

United 
States 

Imperialism: The 
Highest Stage of 
Capitalism 
V.I.LEr.'IN 

"I trust that this pamphlet will 
help the reader to understand 
the fundamental economic 
question, that of the economic 
essence of imperialism," Lenin 
wrote in I 9 I 7. "For unless this 
is studied, it will be impossible 
to understand and appraise 
modern war and modern 
politics." $3.95 
(sale price $1.95) 

On Trade Unions 
A Collection of Articles and 
Speeches 
V.I. LENIN 

The role of unions in workers' 
struggles to win and hold 
political power. Discusses the 
experiences of the revolutionary 
movement in Russia before and 
after the I 9 I 7 revolution. 
$17.95 (sale price $8.95) 

Questions of National 
Policy and Proletarian 
Internationalism 
V.I. LENIN 

Why uniting working people 
the world over in the fight for 
socialism requires unconditional 
support for the right of self
determination of oppressed 
nations and nationalities. 
S I 2.95 (sale price $6.451 
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for members of the 
Pathfinder Readers Club 

Order by January 31, 1997 

Selected Works of V.I. Lenin 
Three-volume selection includes "State and 
Revolution," "Imperialism, the Highest Stage of 
Capitalism," "One Step Forward, Two Steps Back," 
'The April Theses," 'The Tax in Kind," "Better Fewer, 
but Better," and more. $50 (sale price $25) 

Selected Correspondence 
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'Ebonies' and the 
fight for education 
BY NICK SANDS 

SAN FRANCISCO -A special task 
force appointed by the Oakland Unified 
School Board (OUSD) announced January 
13 that it had redrafted a resolution on 
"Ebonies" that had been debated across the 
country for nearly a month. 

On December 18, school board members 
had unanimously voted, based on the rec
ommendations of this task force, to recog
nize "the existence and the cultural and his
toric bases of West and Niger-Congo Afri
can Language Systems ... as the predomi-

AS I SEE IT 
nately primary language of African-Ameri
can students." The resolution immediately 
stirred a controversy that many right-wing 
forces have picked up on as part of their 
"culture war" to attack gains won by Blacks 
and other working people. For workers it 
posed the question of how to fight for de
cent public education, especially for Blacks. 

The Oakland resolution claimed that Af
rican Language systems or Ebonies are "ge
netically based and not a dialect of English." 
The resolution added that bilingual educa
tion programs, similar to those used for stu
dents whose first language is Chinese or 
Spanish, are needed for Black youth, whose 
test scores and grades average well below 
the overall district average. It calls for teach
ers to be trained and their pay upgraded to 
that of bilingual education teachers. 

The term "Ebonies" combines the words 
ebony and phonics. Since the resolution was 
announced, radio and television talk shows 
by the dozens have taken place on the sub
ject and scores of articles have appeared in 
papers across the country. 

In a statement posted on the City of Oak
land Web page, OUSD members said that 
in passing the resolution, it has "adopted a 
policy on teaching English, not Ebonies." 

"Unfortunately," the Board continues, 
"because of the misconceptions in the re
sulting press stories, the actions of the Board 
of Education have been publicly misunder
stood." The task force's new draft resolu
tion has been modified to say, "These lan
guage systems have origins in West (Afri
can) and Niger-Congo languages and are not 
merely dialects of English." The words "ge
netically based" are dropped. 

Also altered are provisions that called 
Ebonies or African Language systems a pri
mary language of Oakland's Black students. 
The new wording states, "standardized tests 
and grades ... will be remedied by applica
tion of a program featuring African Lan
guage Systems principles to move students 
from the language patterns they bring to 
school to English proficiency." The school 
board is expected to ratify the changes in 
the resolution at its January 15 meeting. 

Much of the debate centers on whether 

"Ebonies" is a distinct language, rather than 
a dialectic or slang derived from English. 
Also being debated is whether teachers 
should be competent in Ebonies as a method 
of teaching young people "proper or stan
dard English." 

Democratic Party politician Jesse Jack
son paid a much publicized visit to Board 
members at the end of 1996. Jackson ini
tially criticized the resolution as justifying 
talking "garbage," but switched gears 
complementing the Board for opening a 
national debate on the necessity of improv
ing the English proficiency of Black youth. 

The California State Superintendent of 
Instruction, Delaine Eastin, and the Clinton 
administration rapidly weighed in against 
the proposal. U.S. department of education 
head Richard Riley stated that no federal 
funds will be made a available to teach 
Ebonies. 

Opponents of bilingual education have 
seized upon the opening created by the de
bate on Ebonies to deepen their attacks on 
bilingual education. Stanley Diamond from 
the California English campaign blasted the 
plan as did Ward Connerly, the University 
of California Regent, who spearheaded the 
anti-affirmative action proposition 209 on 
the 1996 California state ballot. 

New York Republican Congressman Pe
ter King, a strong proponent of making En
glish the official U.S.language, introduced 
a bill into Congress January 8 that would 
bar federal funding for schools programs 
based on Ebonies. King stated that Ebonies 
"is a racial stew of inner-city street slailg 
and bad grammar." 

Conditions in the public schools 
Deplorable conditions exist in the Oak

land schools. Because of overcrowding, 
classes are taught in the hallways, on audi
torium stages, and lunchroom corners. 
Schools lack basic supplies including text 
books. Fifty-three percent of the students in 
the city schools are Black. Seventy-one per
cent of the &tudents in special education las.t 
year were Black, as were 80 percent of those 
suspended from school, and 71 percent of 
those required to repeat a grade. The grade 
point average of Black students was 1.8 on 
a scale of 4, compared to the average of 2.4 

These conditions are by no means unique 
to this Bay Area city and are of major con
cern to workers who are Black, Latino, and 
Asian who want schools to provide the op
portunity for learning and lay a basis for 
finding jobs with decent pay. 

The Oakland School Board's Ebonies 
proposal is a schema put forward by a group 
of elected officials. Its funding arguments 
plays into the hands of those who want to 
pit Blacks against Latinos and Asians and 
undermine bilingual educational programs. 
It is my opinion that Ebonies is not a lan
guage. Moreover, whether or not Ebonies 
is used as a "tool" by a handful of teachers 
to attempt to raise standard English profi
ciency for youth who are Black will make 
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Freedom March in 1974 for school desegregation in Boston. Struggle to defend deseg
regation, affirmative action, and other gains is key to fighting racism in education. 

little difference in changing education in 
Oakland or anywhere else. But I don't think 
this is decisive in coming to understand what 
is behind the Oakland debate and what the 
road forward should be. 

Education is a class question 
Education, like every other question, has 

to be looked at in class terms. You can't get 
a handle on the Oakland controversy by sim
ply discussing how you are going to improve 
the schools there. 

In response to the worldwide economic 
depression, shrinking markets and their de
clining rates of profits, the small handful of 
billionaire families that rule this country are 
using their two capitalist political parties to 
slash funding for education, public hospi
tals, social services, and the infrastructure. 
They are trying to role back gains won in 
struggle by Blacks and their supporters in 
the 1950s, '60s, and early '70s. They are 
eliminating school busing programs across 
the country and trying to make inroads into 
curtailing affirmative action. They are pro
moting "charter schools" and other schemes 
that undercut public education. 

The Black population has class differen
tiation within it with a growing middle class 
layer. But capitalism's day-to-day workings, 
with their legacy of racial inequality, breed 
less integration and more resegregation. 
Especially hard hit are Black working-class 
areas across the country where high unem
ployment, poor housing, and decaying 
schools are a fact of life in the grinding cir
cumstances faced by millions. This is what 
led to the conditions in Oakland's schools. 

Low test scores among Black youth are a 
reflection of the unequal education work
ing-class youth receive under capitalism, and 
particularly those who are Black and of other 
oppressed nationalities. This, not how lan
guage is taught, is the key question that must 
be addressed. Working people need to fight 
concretely to defend and extend busing, af
firmative action, and other measures that 
were fought for and won as part of the fight 
for Black rights, all of which are under at
tack today. And we must oppose any dis
crimination against youth who are Black, 
in school or on the job, for using idioms re
ferred to as "Black English" or slang. 

These assaults are accompanied by an 
ideological barrage directed at the working
class. The rulers attempt to sow division by 
targeting immigrants, and those they term 
"welfare cheats," "the criminal element," 
and the "underclass," for scapegoating. The 
hatred toward working-class youth who are 
Black has come through the press, radio, and 
television talk shows dealing with the Oak
land Ebonies resolution, frequently pep
pered with blatantly racist jokes. The Econo
mist magazine even illustrated their article, 
headlined "The Ebonies virus," with a photo 
of three Black children and the question, 
"Speaking another language?" 

During the massive civil rights struggles 
of 1960s and early 70s, Jim Crow segrega
tion was smashed as fighters raised demands 
against the government based on the objec
tive needs of the Black community. The dig
nity of workers who are Black was raised 
by their participation in the struggle. They 
won respect of workers who were white. 

In its June 20, 1969 edition, the Militant 
ran "A Transition Program for Black Lib
eration." Adopted as a resolution by the 
1969 Socialist Workers Party convention a 
few months later, the 'Transitional Program 
for Black Liberation" included demands for 
self-determination of the Black community 
including community control of education. 

This program was circulated among 
Black fighters and other workers and youth. 
It noted that mass social struggles in this 
epoch tend to point toward which class rules 
and will exercise governmental power. The 
SWP program called for the formation of a 
Black political party, independent of the 
Democratic and Republican Parties. 

Demands for Black community control 
of education were also incorporated into the 
Charter of the National Black Independent 
Political Party that existed in the early 1980s. 

The Oakland School Board's resolution, 
however, does not come out of a struggle. It 
is a maneuver by elected officials whose 
framework is appealing for funds within the 
boundaries of ever-shrinking budgetary al
lotments set by Democratic and Republican 
party politicians in Washington, Sacra
mento, and Oakland city hall. 

Schools under capitalism 
Schools are a reflection of the class soci

ety we live in. The ruling rich have no in
terest in education per se. The so-called bet
ter educated are trained to believe they are 
more important than those who work in fac
tories. This is one of the primary ways the 
ruling class gets the "educated" to defend 
this system and to reinforce their class rule. 

At best, for working-class youth, schools 
offer the possibility to learn, to read, write, 
compute, and to increase your attention 
span, though the capitalists don't care if you 
are functionally illiterate. They only require 
that you have the minimum knowledge 
needed to operate their machinery without 
damaging it. Everything taught in history 
and other social science classes is designed 
to hide the truth about how the ruling class 
makes its billions off of our backs through 
its plunder at home and abroad. 

The capitalists want youth in school to 
learn to be obedient, to get ready to work 
hard throughout your life as a wage laborer 
and to be grateful that you are employed. 

A socialist society that values human be
ings and social solidarity will undertake 
education as a lifetime pursuit. Education is 
not just a "youth question." Why should edu
cation end at 17, 18,or21? 

History has shown that it is only the work
ing class in power that can deal with educa
tion in a meaningful way. 

The great revolutions of the 20th century 
from the Russian Revolution in 1917 to the 
Cuban revolution in 1959 put a premium on 
organizing literacy campaigns so that the 
entire population could participate equally 
in building the new society. This was nec
essary to overcome the legacy of illiteracy 
in those countries fostered by capitalism and 
to break down the divisions between the 
factory workers in the city and the peasantry 
in the country side. 

If you read the speeches and writings of 
the communist and revolutionary leaders 
who have arisen from the ranks of the op
pressed here or internationally in this cen
tury you will note that they never talked 
down to fellow fighters, never adapted their 
speech so it sounded like jargon or slang, 
regardless of the level of development in the 
country they lived in. 

This is true for Malcolm X and Nelson 
Mandela, for Maurice Bishop in Grenada, 
for Thomas Sankara in Burkina Paso, and 
Fidel Castro and Che Guevara in Cuba. This 
is testimony to their confidence in the fact 
that working people are capable of rapidly 
rising above the degradation produced by 
capitalism and using the most powerful 
ideas developed by humanity to begin forg
ing themselves into new men and women. 



Clinton plans to cut Medicaid 
Continued from front page 
will limit growth in spending for the pro
gram to 4-5 percent annually. The pretext 
once again is balancing the federal budget. 
At the moment, benefits for Medicaid, a 
means-tested program, are available to any
one who meets federal and state eligibility 
standards. 

Medicaid was enacted in 1965 along with 
Medicare, which provides health coverage 
for the elderly and disabled. These programs 
were an extension of the concessions work
ing people won through earlier labor battles, 
registered in the Social Security Act of 1935. 

Together, these benefits make up the so
cial wage- an elementary safety net giv
ing workers the possibility to make it 
through a lifetime by having some care for 
the young, minimal health coverage for the 
elderly, pensions, unemployment insurance, 
and workers compensation for injuries on 
the job. The labor movement fought to win 
them as entitlements - programs that are 
not up for review in every yearly budget
in order to increase social solidarity and 
undercut the dog-eat-dog competition im
posed on the working class by the profit 
system. Winning these benefits reduced the 
proportion of the value working people pro
duce through their labor that the employers 
are able to expropriate as surplus value. 

In their quest to shore up declining profit 
rates, the bosses are trying to make inroads 
in this social wage. Their first major suc
cessful foray was Clinton's signing of the 
Welfare Reform Act last August. With a 
stroke of the pen, the Democratic president 
made good on his pledge to "end welfare as 
we know it." He eliminated Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children (AFDC), hacking 
a piece out of the Social Security Act for 
the first time in 60 years. 

That law, along with the anti-immigrant 
legislation Clinton signed last year, is al
ready affecting millions previously eligible 
for Medicaid. Last year, Medicaid spend
ing grew 3.3 percent before inflation, com
pared to an average yearly growth of 15 
percent between 1985 and 1995. 

At the same time, the number of working 
people and their children who lack health 
insurance, either from private employers or 
the federal government, is steadily rising. 
The January 15 Wall Street Journal reported 
that in 1995, 9.8 million children, almost 
14 percent of all children in the United 
States, were uninsured for the entire year, 
up from 8.2 million in 1987. "The total 
would have been even higher if Medicaid 
hadn't expanded rapidly, partly offsetting a 
sharp drop in employer-sponsored cover
age," the Journal said. "Advocates worry 
that changes in the welfare law may increase 
the number of uninsured children by mak
ing it more complicated for some families 
to sign up for Medicaid." 

Liberals' hypocritical concern for kids 
The Clinton administration and many of 

the president's fellow liberal Democrats are 
cynically using this situation to justify the 
White House assault on Medicaid. The same 
article in theJournalpointed out that "Sen
ate Democrats will hold a news conference 
tomorrow [January 16] to tout their plans 
for extending health coverage to uninsured 
children," which they have dubbed "Kid 
Care." 

Clinton is reportedly considering a pro
posal for a $750 million-a-year program to 
help insure the so-called "gap kids." These 
are children whose families can't afford pri
vate insurance nor are eligible for Medic
aid. Where's the money going to come from, 
according to the Democratic administration? 
From "Medicaid savings," that is cutting this 
program, which will mean that more work
ers and their children will go without health 
coverage. 

"A cap on Medicaid spending could di
rectly affect the people who depend on the 
program for health insurance," said an ar
ticle in the January 14 New York Times. "If 
a state reached its limit, it would have two 
choices. It could cut back the amount or the 
scope of its Medicaid benefits, or it could 
curb payments to doctors, nursing homes 
and other health care providers, reducing the 
incentive for them to serve Medicaid pa
tients." 

Democratic Senator Daniel Moynihan has 
been in the front ranks of those pushing the 
capitalists' propaganda offensive against 
these programs. During a December 1 ap
pearance in the NBC television show "Meet 
the Press," Moynihan stated, "The Medic-

aid fund is not going broke. It is broke. It 
has been in a negative cash flow for four 
years." On that program, Moynihan also 
campaigned for cutting Medicare and reduc
ing cost-of-living adjustments to Social Se
curity pensions by arbitrarily lowering the 
Consumer Price Index. 

In early November, Clinton had already 
outlined his latest plan for cutting Medicare, 
which now covers 38 million elderly and 
disabled. During last year's election cam
paign Clinton blasted Republicans for their 
1994 proposals to slash $270 billion out of 
Medicare and do away with Medicaid alto
gether by replacing it with federal "block 
grants" to state governments. The Demo
cratic president, however, often omitted the 
fact that he had offered to chop $124 billion 
from Medicare a year ago. 

Some Democrats, like Rep. John Dingell 
of Michigan and Senator Robert Graham of 
Florida, are reportedly urging the White 
House to drop the plan for a ceiling on Med
icaid spending. These liberals argue that 
Republicans have withdrawn many of their 
most draconian measures of the now defunct 
"Contract with America," including the pro
posal to junk Medicaid. Clinton, however, 
who never pushed his agenda to counter the 
"Republican right" but to best serve the in
terests of the ruling rich, appears resolved 
to drive on this front. 

Scandal-mongering spreads 
Meanwhile, allegations of corruption and 

sexual misconduct of top public officials 
have continued to spread. 

Gingrich, who was reelected Speaker of 

the House of Representatives in a close 
vote January 7, faced new charges of il
legally "masterminding" his defense in 
the ongoing "ethics" investigation into 
his conduct. 

The controversy heated up after the 
January 10 New York Times published a 
portion of the transcript of a telephone 
call between Gingrich and his associates, 
where the House Speaker discussed how 
his allies should respond to his admis
sion he had misled the House investiga
tion. Democrats said this showed 
Gingrich broke a pledge to the "ethics" 
committee he would not orchestrate a 
counterattack. Congress is supposed to 
vote on a proposed sanction against the 
Republican January 21. 

The tape leaked to the Times was sup
posedly recorded through a private scan
ner by John and Alice Martin, a couple 
of Florida Democrats, who turned it over 
to Rep. James McDermott, a Democrat 
on the House "ethics" committee. 

The Republicans quickly counterat
tacked, accusing McDermott of violat

The number of working people without medi
cal insurance rises, as Washington prepares 
cuts in the already meager Medicare and Med
icaid health care programs. Public workers 
(above) demand government funded health 
care outside New York city hall, October 1990. 

ing federal law and forcing him to quit 
the committee January 14. The FBI 
opened an investigation into "possible il
legal telephone interception and the sub
sequent dissemination of the contents of 
the telephone call." And the chairman of the 
House commerce committee asked the Fed
eral Communications Commission to launch 
an inquiry into how the Martins intercepted 
the Gingrich call. 

At same time, the charges of sexual mis
conduct against Clinton, first raised by Paula 

Jones in a civil suit in February 1994, got 
new life and prominence in the media. The 
case is now before the Supreme Court, 
which is weighing a motion by Clinton's 
lawyers that a sitting president should be 
virtually immune from civil litigation until 
his term expires. · 

The pornographication of bourgeois politics 
The excerpt below is reprinted from the 

Marxist magazine New International no. 
10 (see ad on page 4). The entire talk by 
Socialist Workers Party national secre
tary Jack Barnes, titled "Imperialism's 
March Toward Fascism and War," was 
adopted by the 1994 SWP national con
vention. It can be found in that issue of 
the magazine, pages 219-333. It is copy
right © 408 Printing and Publishing and 
is reprinted by permission. Subheadings 
are by the Militant. 

BY JACK BARNES 
What we see happening in the imperial

ist countries today ... marks a shift from what 
most working people, including ourselves, 
have experienced so far in our lives. There 
is a rise in political polarization and 
ultraright demagogy and activity in the im
perialist countries. 

As working-class resistance to the capi
talist offensive grows, more fascist outfits 
will take to the streets to assault strikers, 
union meetings, and social protest demon
strations. Ultrarightist forces will more of
ten gain strength in bourgeois governments, 
as we see previewed in Italy today. The pace 
of history, that is, the pace of class conflict, 
will quicken. 

The workers movement can and must 
fight to defend and extend democratic rights 
when they come under attack by rightist 
movements and by the capitalist govern
ment. Doing so, and drawing broad layers 
of the population into the fight, is part of 
the process of mobilizing opposition to ris
ing fascist currents and building a commu
nist vanguard of the working class. 

Coarsening of capitalist politics 
During periods like we live in today -

when a capitalist social crisis is deepening 
but a communist leadership is not yet grow
ing out of rising mass workers struggles -
demagogues get a hearing not only in the 
middle class but also in the labor movement. 
If no solutions are being advanced on any 
mass level to the burning problems created 
by the decline of capitalism and liberal de
mocracy, then growing numbers reach out 
for radical, "decisive," and "popular" an
swers, regardless of their scientific value and 
ultimate class implications. Growing num
bers become susceptible to crank ideas, con
spiracy theories, and a variety of reaction
ary explanations of why society is gripped 
in a deepening crisis and what can be done 
to "restore order." 

It is from this vantage point that commu
nist workers must judge how we respond to 
and politically explain the interlaced sexual 

and financial scandals involving ruling-class 
figures in many of the imperialist countries. 
Headlines are being grabbed by exposes in
volving President Clinton and Hillary Clinton 
in the United States, Prince Charles and 
members of Parliament and cabinet minis
ters in the United Kingdom, prominent bour
geois politicians in Germany, ~taly, Spain, 
and other countries. · 

The reason that political figures seem more 
vulnerable to scandals today is not that such 
conduct is something new in ruling circles 
over the history of capitalism or class soci
ety. Whatever the facts about Clinton's li
bido, lechery, and all-around offensive be
havior, he is certainly not unique among U.S. 
presidents - including hallowed liberal 
icons like Franklin Roosevelt, let alone John 
Kennedy. Nothing that comes out about the 
current royal family in the United Kingdom 
can approach King Henry VIII more than 
four hundred years ago and many of both 
sexes who followed him. The greater vulner
ability to scandals today is a reflection of the 
instability of the world imperialist order and 
the growing lack of confidence in this sys
tem and its leading personnel expressed both 
by its beneficiaries and by millions of oth
ers. 

Of course, most workers justly despise the 
hypocrisy, the pretenses, the sanctimonious 
sermonizing of bourgeois politicians in both 
parties. We despise the "humane" excuses 
they give for degrading social brutality and 
racist abuse. We detest the way hired scrib
blers of the parasitic classes write off entire 
layers of our class as lazy or self-indulgent. 
We're sickened by their gall in demagogi
cally railing against "the greed of the eight
·ies," while they themselves have actively 
engaged in and profited handily from the 
same greed-inspired conduct. 

'Exposures' don't help workers 
But the working-class vanguard must not 

fall into the trap of thinking that simply "ex
posing" the dissoluteness and corruption of 
bourgeois politicians helps the workers 
movement. It's barking up the wrong tree. 
The problem with the capitalists and their 
political representatives is not that they are 
immoral, hypocritical people as individuals. 
The scandalmongering is an effort - orga
nized from within bourgeois politics, largely 
by its ultraright wing - to exacerbate and 
profit from middle-class panic and to drag 
workers along with the declining class itself 
down into the pit of resentment and salacious 
envy. 

This "pomographication of politics," as we 
might call it, is part of the politics of resent
ment that benefits the ultraright, not the 

working class. It is demagogues like the 
Buchanans who raise the banner of"the cul
ture war" and "the religious war" and rail 
against the degeneracy of "the elite" who 
set a b~d example for the working class. 
This became a stock-in-trade of the Nazis 
in the 1920s and early 1930s as they de
cried the "filth" and "degeneracy" of the 
Weimar Republic and its dominant bour
geois parties, politicians, and moneyed ben
eficiaries. This was how the Nazis ex
plained Germany's increasingly desperate 
economic and social conditions to small 
shopkeepers and other petty-bourgeois sec
tors, to housewives and women in the coun
tryside, and to layers of workers as well. 

From the standpoint of the working class, 
it's much better when every worker could 
care less about the sex life of Clinton, or 
Kennedy, or Prince Charles - or of any 
other public figure. It's an enervating di
version, one that gets swept aside in times 
of ascending class battles. 

What the working class needs is not 
exposes of bourgeois politicians and their 
personal weaknesses. We need to be able 
to explain politically why the working class 
has no common interests with the class 
these bourgeois politicians speak for. We 
need to spotlight every form of abuse of 
power by them, individual or corporate, 
including the so-called "Whitewater" rev
elations of how Bill and Hillary Clinton 
used the Arkansas state house to enrich 
themselves and promote big-business inter
ests at the expense of working people and 
the unions - and then used the White 
House to cover up those earlier abuses. We 
need to advance a class understanding of 
politics and help our class forge an inde
pendent proletarian political organization 
that can lead a fight for a social and politi
cal program to advance the interests of the 
oppressed and exploited. 

Until resistance grows to the point that 
workers begin generalizing lessons stimu
lated by sharp struggles and swelling the 
ranks of a communist party, the ideology 
of the ruling class - including its unctu
ous and hypocritical official moralism -
will continue to shape the ideas and values 
of all but a small vanguard of the working 
class. But communists and other thinking 
workers must always fight for our class and 
its organizations to take the moral high 
ground and chart our own course indepen
dent of the bourgeoisie, its opinion mak
ers, and the middle-class layers they set into 
motion. 

The workers movement strives to de
velop our own values, collectively, out of 
working-class political practice. 
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-MILITANT LABOR FORUMS------------
ILLINOIS 
Peoria 
Labor and the Fight for Affirmative Action. 
Presentation of the video Struggles in Steel: A 
Story of African-American Steelworkers. Sat., 
Jan. 25, 7 p.m. Dinner 6 p.m. 915 N. Western 
Ave. Donation: $5. Tel: (309) 681-1139. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston 
South Korea: Why Workers and Students are 
Responding en Masse to Government Attacks. 
Panel discussion. Fri., Jan. 24, 7:30p.m. Dona
tion: $4. 780 Tremont St. (corner of Massachu
setts Ave.) Tel: (617) 247-6772. 

MINNESOTA 
St. Paul 
General Strike in Korea. Speakers: Michael 
Pennock, Socialist Workers Party, member of Oil, 
Chemical and Atomic Workers; Jose Aravena, 
Young Socialists, member of International As
sociation of Machinists. Fri., Jan. 24, 7:30p.m. 

2490 University Ave. Donation: $4. Tel: (612) 
644-6325. 

NEW YORK 
Brooklyn 
Labor Upsurge in South Korea. Panel discus
sion. Fri., Jan. 24, 7:30p.m. 
Crisis in the Airline Industry: From Safety to 
Layoffs. Panel discussion. Fri., Jan. 31,7:30 p.m. 
Both events held at 59 Fourth Ave. Donation: 
$4. Tel: (718) 399-7257. 

NEW JERSEY 
Newark 
The European Union in Crisis: Workers Fight 
Austerity Drive. Speaker: Maurice Williams, 
Militant staff writer. Fri., Jan., 24, 7:30p.m.87A 
Halsey St. ( 1 block west of Broad, 2 blocks north 
of Raymond). Donation: $4. Tel: (201) 643-3341. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Philadelphia 

The Politics of Chicano Liberation. Speaker: 
Olga Rodriguez, editor of the Pathfinder book 
on the foundations of the movement for Chicano 
rights. Fri., Jan. 24, 7:30p.m. 
Korea: The Workers' Strikes. Fri., Jan. 31,7:30 
p.m. Both events held at 1906 South St. Dona
tion: $4. Tel: (215) 546-8218. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Defend Abortion Rights; Defend the Clin
ics- 24 Years After Roe v. Wade. Speaker: 
Mary Martin, Socialist Workers Party, member 
of International Association of Machinists. Fri., 
Jan. 24, 7:30p.m.1930 18thSt.NW (at 18th and 
Florida, entrance on Florida). Donation: $4. Tel: 
(202) 387-2185. 

UTAH 
Salt Lake City 
Evita: What the Movie Leaves Out About the 
Rule of Juan Peron. Speaker: Jill Fein, Social
ist Workers Party. Fri., Jan. 24, 7:30 p.m. 209 
East 300 South. Donation: $4. For more infor-

motion. Tel: (801) 355-1124. 

AUSTRALIA 
Sydney 
After the Wik Ruling: Why Working People 
Must Defend Aboriginal Land Rights. Fri., Jan. 
31, 7 p.m. 66 Albion St., Surry Hills. Donation: 
$4. Tel: (02) 9281 3297. 

BRITAIN 
London 
Britain, the Helms-Burton Bill and Cuba. 
Speaker: Martin Hill. Fri., Jan. 24, 7 p.m. 47, 
The Cut. Donation: £2. Tel: 0171-928-7993. 

NEW ZEALAND 
Auckland 
Upsurge in South Korea: Workers Fight Anti
union Laws. Fri., Jan. 24, 7 p.m. La Gonda Ar
cade, 203 Karangahape Road. Donation: $3. Tel: 
(9) 379-3075. 

Korean strikers expand fight over antilabor laws 
Continued from front page 
erally belittled the actions, admitted that 
public support lies with the strikers. 

"The labor law only reflects what big 
business wants," commented Huh In Sook, 
a 44-year-old woman observing the dem
onstration in Seoul. An opinion poll cited 
in the January 11 FinanCial Times stated, 
"87 per cent of Koreans believe the new laws 
should be repealed, while 54 percent sup
port the strikes." 

Workers at one of the two subway sys
tems in Seoul went out January 15, the 21st 
day of the actions. Many manufacturing 
plants were also paralyzed by the strike. The 
day before, about two-thirds of the 87,000 
taxicab drivers joined the strike, along with 
bank employees, who carried out half-day 
work stoppages. Auto workers and ship
builders are at the core of the fight, in a coun
try that is the sixth largest auto producer and 
fills a third of the world's shipping orders. 

Officials of the Federation of Democratic 
Unions said they expected 350,000 more 
workers to join the strike January 15. 

ernment in Pyongyang of inciting the strike 
actions. His supposed evidence is that the 
Korean Central News Agency in the north 
is running daily reports on the strikes. This, 
Choi argues, is agitational. "If workers do 
not stop their illegal strikes immediately, the 
government will act in a firm and resolute 
way to protect national security," he said. 

Record of Kim Young Sam regime 
Kim Young Sam took office in 1993, and 

has sought to promote an image as bringing 
"democracy" to Korea. He has faced pro
tests from students and workers, though, that 
give lie to this. Last April, just prior to the 
National Assembly elections, 10,000 stu
dents held an antigovernment rally in Seoul 
protesting the death of Rob Soo Sok, a stu
dent demonstrator who was beaten by cops 
the week before. Kim's New Korea Party 
lost its majority in the assembly in the April 
vote, though it has been able to get enough 
votes from independent legislators to rule. 

Following years of protests, Kim's presi
dential predecessors, Rob Tae Woo and 
Chun Doo Hwan, were found guilty last 
summer for their role in a 1979 coup and 
subsequent military repression, especially 
the massacre of hundreds of student dem
onstrators by soldiers in 1980 at K wangju. 
They were also convicted on corruption 
charges for accepting millions of dollars in 
bribes. Chun, who seized power in 1979, 

was sentenced to death. Rob, who ran the 
Seoul regime from 1988 to 1993, received 
a 22-year prison term. Hundreds of thou
sands of youth and workers had participated 
in the boycotts, strikes, and rallies demand
ing that the two be punished. 

Since Kim came into office, political re
pression and the denial of democratic rights 
has continued. In the demonstrations aimed 
at the ex-presidents, for instance, riot cops 
were sent out by the thousands to physically 
break up protests. 

The regime, like every government in the 
south for the last half century, maintains 
close ties with Washington. Some 37,000 
U.S. troops are based in south Korea, many 
along the so-called "demilitarized zone" that 
has divided the peninsula in two since the 

U.S.-led Korean War, which left 4 million 
people dead. U.S. and south Korean forces 
regularly carry out joint military exercises 
provocatively directed against Pyongyang. 

There is a genuine demand for unifica
tion that comes from inside south Korea. To 
try to counter this, Seoul's laws prohibit any 
political activity in support of reunification 
and any unauthorized contact with Koreans 
living in the north. In September of 1995, 
students tried to participate in the annual 
commemoration of Korea's liberation from 
Japan that consists of a walk from Seoul to 
north Korea along what is called Unifica
tion Road. They were met by 5,000 cops. 
One year later thousands of students en
gaged in a nine day confrontation with the 
government, demanding reunification. 

Speeches to the Party 
The Revolutionary Perspective and the Revolutionary Party 
James P. Cannon 

Writing in the early 1950s, Cannon discusses how a prole
tarian party can resist the conservatizing pressures of the 
emerging capitalist expansion and anticommunist witch--hunt. 
He discusses Washington's failure to achieve its goals in the 
Korean War, why the rulers reined in McCarthylsm, and how 
class-conscious workers under these conditions carried out 
effective union work and political activity to build a commu
nist workers party. $21.95 

Available from bookstores, including those listed below, or write Pathfinder. (see ad on Page 9) 

The unions had set a deadline of January 
14 for the government to rescind the antila
bor laws, or see an expanded strike. As the 
deadline approached, thousands of strikers, 
students, and others took part in street pro
tests, often confronting the cops. Some 
20,000 workers at Hyundai Motor Co. in the 
southern industrial city of Ulsan defied a 
company lockout and held a rally inside their 
plant January 13. 

The next day 3,000 bank clerks marched 
in downtown Seoul denouncing the Kim 
regime. "Throw the evil law in the garbage 
can!" they shouted. On January 12, about 
3,000 workers and students clashed with riot 
police who were trying to block a march 
from the Myongdong Cathedral, where 
union officials are based, to a downtown 
shopping district. Cops went through the 
crowds clubbing protesters. Right before this 
action 2,000 workers held a protest against 
the new laws at the cathedral. 

-IF YOU LIKE THIS PAPER, LOOK US UP.-----

The president sent ruling party chairman 
Lee Hong Koo to the Myongdong Cathe
dral January 13, to try to get the strike called 
off. "Get out! Get out!" workers yelled, 
swarming around him. Lee challenged 
K won Young Kil and other union leaders to 
a television debate on the new antilabor 
laws. K won rejected the challenge, calling 
it a ploy and reaffirmed that workers would 
not compromise. 

Despite numerous threats, only one union 
leader was arrested January 14. 

The bosses are turning up the pressure for 
workers to end their walkout. Hyundai 
Heavy Industries has threatened to withhold 
strikers' annual bonuses, a major chunk of 
annual wages. Hyundai Motors announced 
a lockout and suspension of its operations, 
which means workers will not be paid. At 
one medical center 200 workers reportedly 
returned to work on threats of expulsion. 

Despite the increased number of strikers 
out, the growing demonstrations, and the 
loss of over $2 billion since the strike be
gan, the big-business press insists that some
how the strike is slackening. "Still," the Wall 
Street Journal admitted, "the strikes and 
daily rallies have dragged on far longer than 
business and government officials ex
pected ... putting more pressure on the gov
ernment to end the controversy." 

Choi Byong Kuk, a south Korean senior 
prosecutor, accused the north Korean gov-

Where to find Pathfinder books and dis
tributors of the Militant, Perspectiva 
Mundial, New International, Nouvelle 
Intemationale, Nueva Intemacional andNy 
International. 

UNITED STATES 
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Valley Avenue Zip 35209. Tel: (205) 323-
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Oil bert's new boss? -A red 

mouse pad that "provides traction 
for your [computer] mouse as well 
as words of inspiration from Chair
man Mao." For instance: "Don't 

Harry 

wages create more unemployment, 
making it harder to find a compa
rable job .... 

"But offering workers merit pay 
... may result in greater effort but 
won't necessarily reduce shirking 
because workers may value both 
higher pay and goofing off, accord
ing to Craig Marcott... associate 
professor in economics."- St. 
Paul Pioneer Press . 

Capitalism fouls things up 
(II) -A study of England's Tyne 
estuary, found sex changes in 94 
percent of male fish. The Times of 
London said the study "comes amid 
growing alarm over the effect on the 
environment of man-made chemi
cals." 

like working people, aging horses 
often face glum times. When they 
can't work any more, it's the glue 
factory or the slaughterhouse. Ex
cept for some thoroughbred race 
horses. "A tranquil life, marked by 
constant and loving care." That's 
what the Thoroughbred Retirement 
Foundation says your check will 
help provide. 

paying $700 each. 

Also, don't call them -
Sweden's state-operated employ
ment agency - perhaps at wit's 
end- drew flack with a suggestion 
to job-hunters: approach a pregnant 
women; ask where they work and if 
they're planning to take a maternity 
leave. 

• Ring 

wait until problems pile up and 
cause a lot of trouble before trying 
to solve them." From China Books, 
$9.95. 

Lucid, no?- "One theory says 
that if employers pay their employ
ees more, they will be more reluc
tant to goof off because higher 

'Capitalism fouls things up 
(I)- A Texas jury ordered Chev
ron to pay $61 million to a contrac
tor whose workers were sickened by 
hazardous conditions at the 
company's El Paso refinery. 

Meanwhile Phelps Dodge, the 
copper mogul, was ordered to pay 
the Postal Service $21 million and 
take back 37 acres of contaminated 
land it sold the agency in 1986. 

Describing the malformations 
found in the fish, Christina Lye, the 
marine scientist who did the study, 
commented tersely: "I would not 
like to eat these fish." 

From Heaven? -In Greece, a 
widower filed suit against priests for 
refusing to bury his wife because 
they had been married in city hall, 
not the Orthodox Church. A priest 
explained, "I receive orders from 
above. I'm just a plain priest." 

Breeding counts - Somewhat 

... meanwhile- The federal 
Bureau of Land Management is sup
posed to save wild horses from the 
slaughterhouse by rounding them up 
and offering them for adoption for 
a $125 fee. 

But a survey found that of those 
adopted - mainly by people con
nected with the program- 90 per
cent wind up in slaughterhouses. 
Horse meat fetches a good price 
abroad and slaughterhouses are 

Funniest idea of the week- To 
cope with London police corrup
tion, Scotland Yard will use under
cover cops posing (?) as criminals 
to catch other cops. 

New York's "finest"- whose 
corruption is exceeded only by their 
brutality - will crack up to learn 
that the Yard says many of its ideas 
on this came from a study of inter
nal affairs operations of the New 
York force. 

Why Cuba nationalized capitalist properties 
Below we reprint an excerpt from "The 

case of Cuba is the case of all underde
veloped countries," an address given by 
Fidel Castro to the United Nations Gen
eral Assembly Sept. 26, 1960. From that 
platform the Cuban revolutionary leader 
explained the measures taken by the Cu-

BOOK OF 
THE WEEK 
ban workers and farmers that had so out
raged the U.S. rulers and condemned 
Washington's aggression against the Car
ibbean island. The entire speech appears 
in To Speak the Truth: Why Washington's 
'Cold War' against Cuba Doesn't End, by 
Fidel Castro and Ernesto Che Guevara. 
The book is copyright© Pathfinder Press. 
Reprinted with permission. 

BY FIDEL CASTRO 
The revolutionary government began to 

take its first steps. The first was a 50 per
cent reduction in rents paid by families. This 
was a very just measure since, as I said ear
lier, there were families paying up to one
third of their income for rent. The people 
had been the victims of housing speculation; 
urban real estate had also been subject to 
speculation, to the detriment of the entire 
Cuban people. But when the revolutionary 
government reduced rents by 50 percent, 
there were those who were considerably 
upset; yes, a few who owned the buildings 
and apartment houses were upset. But the 
people rushed into the streets rejoicing, as 
they would in any country - even here in 
New York- if rents were reduced by 50 
percent for all families. But it caused no 
problems with the monopolies. Some of the 
U.S. companies owned large buildings, but 
they were relatively few in number. 

Then another law was passed, a law can
celling the concessions that had been granted 
by the Batista dictatorship to the telephone 
company, which was a U.S. monopoly. 
Aided by having a population without means 
to defend itself, valuable concessions had 
been obtained. The revolutionary govern
ment cancelled those concessions and rees
tablished the prices for telephone services 
that had existed previously. This was the first 
conflict with the U.S. monopolies. 

The third measure was the reduction of 
electricity rates, which had been among the 
highest in the world. This led to the second 
conflict with the U.S. monopolies. Already 
they were beginning to paint us as Reds, sim
ply because we had clashed with the inter
ests of the U.S. monopolies. 

Then came another law, an essential law, 
an inevitable law -inevitable for the Cu
ban people and inevitable, sooner of later, 
for all the peoples of the world, at least those 
who have not done so. This was the Agrar
ian Reform Law. Naturally, everybody 
agrees with agrarian reform in theory. No
body would dare to deny it; nobody except 
an ignoramus would dare to deny that agrar
ian reform in the underdeveloped countries 
of the world is one of the essential condi
tions for economic development. In Cuba, 
even the owners of the vast estates agreed 
with agrarian reform -only they wanted an 
agrarian reform that suited them, like the 

type defended by many theorists. Above all, 
they wanted the type of agrarian reform that 
is not carried out, as long as it can be avoided. 
Agrarian reform is something that is recog
nized by the economic bodies of the United 
Nations. It is something over which nobody 
argues. 

In our country it was indispensable. More 
than 200,000 peasant families lived in the 
countryside without land with which to plant 
essential foodstuffs. Without agrarian reform 
our country could not have taken the first step 
toward development. And we took that step. 
We instituted an agrarian reform. Was it radi
cal? Yes, it was a radical agrarian reform. Was 
it very radical? No, it was not a very radical 
agrarian reform. We carried out an agrarian 
reform adjusted to the needs of our develop
ment, to the possibilities of agricultural de
velopment. In other words, we carried out an 
agrarian reform that would solve the prob
lem of peasants without land, that would solve 
the problem of essential foodstuffs, that would 
solve the great unemployment problem on the 
land, and that would end the frightful pov
erty that existed in the rural areas of our coun
try. That was when the first major difficulty 
arose .... 

Then the question of payments and indem
nities came up. Notes from the U.S. State 
Department began to rain down on Cuba. 
They never asked us about our problems, not 
even to express sympathy or because of their 
responsibility in creating the problems. They 
never asked us how many died of starvation 
in our country, how many were suffering from 
tuberculosis, how many were unemployed. 
No. I)id they ever express solidarity regard
ing our needs? Never. Every conversation we 
had with the representatives of the U.S. gov
ernment centered around the telephone com
pany, the electricity company, and the prob
lem of the land owned by U.S. companies. 
The question they asked was how we were 
going to pay. Naturally, the first thing they 
should have asked was not "How?" but "With 
what?" 

This was a poor, underdeveloped country 
with 600,000 unemployed, with an extremely 
high rate of disease and illiteracy, whose re
serves had been sapped, that had contributed 
to the economy of a powerful country to the 
tune of $1 billion in ten years. Where were 
we to find the means to pay for the land af
fected by the agrarian reform, at the prices 
they wanted? 

What were the wishes raised by the U.S. 
State Department concerning U.S. interests 
being affected? They demanded three things: 
"speedy, efficient, and just payment." Do you 
understand that language? "Speedy, efficient, 
and just payment." That means, "Pay this in
stant, in dollars, and whatever we ask." [Ap
plause] 

We were not 150 percent communists at 
that time, [Laughter] we just appeared slightly 
pink. We were not confiscating land. We sim
ply proposed to pay for it in twenty years, 
and in the only way we could- by bonds 
that would mature in twenty years, at4.5 per
cent interest amortized annually. How could 
we have paid for this land in dollars? How 
could we have paid on the spot, and how could 
we have paid whatever they asked? It was 
ludicrous .... 

But in our country the land was not the only 
thing in the hands of the U.S. monopolies. 
The principal mines were also in the hands 
of the monopolies. For example, Cuba pro-

duces large amounts of 
nickel, and all the nickel 
was controlled by U.S. in
terests. Under the Batista 
dictatorship, a U.S. com
pany called Moa Bay had 
obtained such a juicy con
cession that in a mere five 
years -mark my words, in 
a mere five years - it 
sought to amortize an in
vestment of $120 million. 
A $120 million investment 
amortized in five years! ... 

So the revolutionary 
government passed a min
ing law that obliged these 
monopolies to pay a 25 per
cent tax on the export of 
minerals .... 

Then a new stage of ha
rassing our revolution be
gan. I will pose a question 
to anyone who objectively 
analyzes the facts, who is 
ready to think honestly and 
not parrot the UPI and the 

Bohemia 
In 1960, the Cuban workers nationalized the electric com
pany, above, formerly owned by U.S. monopolies. Sign 
says, "This building is the property of and is occupied by 
the workers, who are prepared to give their lives for na
tional sovereignty. We support nationalization." 

AP, who is ready to think with their own 
head and draw their own conclusions, who 
is ready to look at things without prejudice, 
sincerely, and honestly: Are the things done 
by the revolutionary government grounds 
to decree the destruction of the Cuban revo
lution? No, they are not. 

But the interests that were adversely af-

fected by the Cuban revolution were not 
concerned about Cuba; they were not being 
ruined by the measures of the Cuban revo
lutionary government. That was not the 
problem. The problem was that these same 
interests own the wealth and natural re
sources of the majority of the peoples of the 
world. 
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Political turmoil in Yugoslavia has con
tinued in the wake of the reactionary na
tionalist strike of Zagreb University stu
dents in the Yugoslav republic of Croatia. 
On January 11, 11 prominent intellectuals 
active in Croatian nationalist organizations 
were arrested on charges of preparing to 
overthrow the present Yugoslav economic 
system and plotting the secession of 
Croatia. 

[President Josip] Tito is compelled to 
suppress such reactionary nationalist out
breaks and the growth of capitalist relations 
when these tendencies get out of hand in 
order to preserve the nationalized property 
system, which is the very base of his own 
power. But these problems of chauvinism 
and capitalist methods have in fact been 
encouraged by the policies of the Tito re
gime itself- namely, the policies of de
centralization, "profitability" of factories, 
and a foreign policy that is not based on 
international working-Class solidarity but 
on narrow national interests. 

In December of 1967 a wave of student 
demonstrations swept Yugoslavia protest
ing U.S. aggression in Vietnam. Ten thou
sand students demonstration in Zagreb, and 
similar protests under student leadership 
took place throughout the country. Authori-

ties ordered police to disperse the crowds 
with tear gas. 
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BRUSSELS, Belgium, January 17-The 
stubborn, four-week strike waged by the 
dock workers of Antwerp against great odds, 
has ended in the greatest strike victory in 
this country since the "liberation." 

The strike began on December 13, when 
14,000 dockworkers walked off their jobs 
despite their reformist union leaders' efforts 
to stop them. The dispute began over the 
unloading of particularly heavy goods, but 
the actual cause was how wages in the face 
of rising prices. 

After the union bureaucrats had proved 
helpless to end the strike, the government, 
led by the "socialist" Huysmans, sent 2,000 
troops to the Antwerp docks to unload per
ishable goods. This was intended to intimi
date the strikers as well as to check the para
lyzing of the most important port on the con
tinent. 

All financial support was denied to the 
strikers. Trade union funds were barred to 
them and under an act introduced by the 
Stalinist minister Marteaux last year, the 
government refused them unemployment re
lief for taking part in an unauthorized" strike. 
The government, bosses, and union bureau
crats were trying to break the strike through 
hunger. 
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Free all political 
prisoners in Peru now! 

As the international media focuses on the 
hostages taken by the Tupac Amaro group 
in Peru, working people around the world 
should demand the release of all trade union 
and other political prisoners in that coun
try, the lifting of all undemocratic measures, 
and an end to Washington's backing of the 
capitalist regime of Alberto Fujimori. 

The U.S. rulers supportFujimori because 
his government is dutifully protecting the 
interests of Wall Street and other capitalist 
investors. This means opening the country 
to freer imperialist plunder, imposing dra
conian austerity measures on Peru's popu
lation, and keeping working people in line 
through repressive means. 

Fujimori enacted "antiterrorism" laws 
during his 1992 "self-coup," when he dis
solved Congress and put the courts under 
his thumb. Anyone accused of "terrorism" 
is dragged into "faceless" courts, where 
neither prosecutors nor the judges can be 
seen. The trials often last 10 minutes. No 
witnesses or police can be cross-examined, 
and lawyers can only see their clients on 
the day of the trial. Many of these victims 
of capitalist justice are locked up at the 
Castro Castro prison in Lima or at the 
harsher Yanamayo penitentiary in Puno, 
high in the Andes. 

The Fujimori government is a classic 
Bonapartist regime. Originating in a period 
of social crisis, such a regime tends to con
centrate power in a strong executive branch 
that balances between two contending class 
forces, neither of which is secure from chal
lenge by the other. This centralization of 
executive power is presided over by a 
"strong man"- in this case Fujimori -
who presents himself as standing above the 

conflicting classes and exerts a certain in
dependence of action, in order to maintain 
the power of the dominant social layer. 

The Tupac Amaro Revolutionary Move
ment (MRTA), which continues to occupy 
the Japanese ambassador residence in Lima, 
is demanding the release of some 400 of 
their comrades. While the MRTA has weak
ened their just demand through an ultraleft 
political course - carrying out dramatic 
military actions that relegate working people 
to the role of spectators -the Fujimori 
government, with the blood of working 
people on its hands, has no right to talk about 
terrorism. It should immediately release all 
these prisoners. 

The purpose of the antidemocratic mea
sures of the Peruvian regime is to solve the 
country's economic catastrophe on the 
backs of working people and in favor of 
the profit-hungry local capitalists and their 
imperialist masters, especially in Washing
ton and Tokyo. 

Toilers throughout Latin America today 
are subject to attacks on democratic rights, 
brutal exploitation, and the sucking of the 
wealth they create into the coffers of impe
rialist banks and other financial institutions. 
Today almost 191 million people in Latin 
America- 45 percent of the population -
live below the official poverty line. In Peru, · 

9 out of 10 people are unemployed or un
deremployed. 

Peru's current foreign debt has soared to 
$30 billion, 22 percent of the country's 
Gross Domestic Product, up from 16 per
cent in 1990. Last year, Fujimori signed a 
new "letter of intent" with the International 
Monetary Fund in which he promised to 
impose even more drastic cuts in public 
services, unemployment compensation, and 
retirement benefits. These measures also 
aim to complete the sell-off to private in
vestors of state-owned enterprises, with the 
accompanying lay-offs of thousands of 
workers. 

To continue paying the foreign debt, the 
regime in Lima has opened up the country's 
natural resources and labor power to wider 
imperialist exploitation. The main natural 
resources that have been targeted for sale 
to imperialist investors are minerals, natu
ral gas, and oil. Peru is a major producer of 
copper, silver, gold, zinc and lead. In early 
1996, Mobil Corporation and Royal Dutch/ 
Shell acquired the gas deposits, one of the 
largest in the world. Canadian and U.S. 
monopolies have been granted exploitation 
rights in some of the mining projects in 
northern Peru. The selling of shares in the 
state-run oil enterprise is set to be completed 
in the next two years, with 1,500 oil work
ers slated to lose their jobs. These and other 
austerity measures have met resistance from 
workers and farmers. 

The labor movement in the United States 
and around the world should respond by 
offering solidarity to fellow working people 
in Peru. 

Free all political prisoners now! 
Cancel the foreign debt of Peru and of 

the entire Third World! 

Protest clinic bombing 
As we went to press, two bombs went off 

outside an abortion clinic in Atlanta, injur
ing six. 

The first explosion took place at 9:30 
a.m., January 16, outside the Atlanta 
Northside Family Planning Services. The 
upper floors of the building houses offices 
for lawyers, dentists, and others. A second 
blast occurred an hour later from a trash bin, 
injuring six people. 

Half an hour after the second explosion, 
a second abortion facility in the area, the 
Piedmont Clinic, was evacuated after re-

ceiving a bomb threat. 
The Georgia Abortion and Reproductive 

Rights Action League has called a vigil for 
Wednesday, January 22, to protest the at
tack and mark the 24th anniversary of the 
Roe v. Wade court ruling that legalized abor
tion in the United States. 

For more information, call GARRAL at 
(404) 875-6338. Other pro-choice actions 
are planned the same day across the coun
try. The Militant urges our readers to tum 
out to defend abortion rights and protest this 
attack. 
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VVhatis'coarsening 
of bourgeois politics'? 

Reader Stan Smith raised a number of questions in a letter published in the January 20 
Militant (issue no. 3) about the use of the term "coarsening of [bourgeois] politics." 

Smith referred to an article in the Dec. 23, 1996, Militant titled "Hundreds at socialist 
conferences discuss struggle for a proletarian party today." The paragraph in question 
read, "Widespread allegations of corruption and sexual misconduct by public officials 
have also become a permanent feature of bourgeois politics, the SWP leader [Dennis 
Richter] pointed out. Th~s coarsening of politics, which reached new heights during the 
election campaign, fuels resentment in the middle classes. If workers pick up on it, social 
solidarity among working people is undercut." 

Smith said he did not understand how the scandal-mongering by public officials can 
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undercut working-class solidarity, and stated that the corrupt nature of U.S. capitalism 
goes back a century, and asked what's new about this today. He also said, "I do not think 
crudity in bourgeois politics has reached new heights." Smith pointed to the "crude at
tacks of the McCarthy era," former U.S. president Lyndon Johnson's campaign ads at
tacking his Republican opponent Barry Goldwater in the 1964 presidential race, and George 
Bush's "use of Willie Horton in the 1988 campaign against [Democrat Michael] Dukakis" 
as worse than the current allegations of corruption and sexual misconduct by Clinton, 
Gingrich, and company. 

I admit that the paragraph under discussion in the article I authored was written in 
short hand, did not go into an explanation of the issues at any length, and could be subject 
to misunderstanding. But let's take up the questions Smith raises. 

Capitalist class is always corrupt, but more vulnerable to scandals during decline 
I agree with Smith that the ruling class is corrupt under capitalism in all periods. They 

cheat and lie to each other all the time. They use the government to enrich themselves and 
their friends, and workers are aware of all this. 

But during capitalism's decay- as declining rates of profit and of economic growth, 
ballooning speculation on the stock and bond markets, slowdown in the accumulation of 
capital, rising unemployment, and falling real wages become the norm - the ruling class 
can appear to be much more corrupt and scandal-ridden than usual. That's because it's 
harder for big business and their spokespeople to constantly hide everything about what 
they do. 

When capitalist politicians say they are for "less government," for example, that's not 
what they really mean. Even when the capitalist class was on the rise historically, the 
executive branch of the government was always careful about what it said publicly, in
cluding in front of parliaments and congresses. They lied continually. During capitalism's 
decline the rulers concentrate more power in the executive branch, as they need to hide 
more and more of what they must do to defend imperialist interests against working 
people at home and around the world. 

The recent accusations oflying and being soft on "Soviet spies" against Anthony Lake, 
Clinton's nominee to head the CIA, are·a case in point. 'According t<Yitepl!bttcatr-oppo
nents, the former national security adviser aided the administration's policy oftuming a 
blind eye to Iranian arms sales to the government in Bosnia during a U.S.-imposed em
bargo on such sales to that Yugoslav republic, and kept the CIA in the dark about this. 
Lake who was touted earlier as a liberal academic with disdain for "covert action" has in 
fact supported Clinton's secret operation to help foment dissent in northern Iraq. The 
Lake controversy, however, is mainly about Washington's loss of a client regime in Iran
that of the Shah, overthrown in the 1979 revolution - and its failure to accomplish some 
of U.S. imperialism's main goals in the war against the Iraqi people in 1990-91, and ever 
since. 

Scandals involving top government officials reflect deeper political problems 
All major scandals involving top government officials reflect deeper political prob

lems for the rulers. The Watergate crisis, for example, had little to do with the incident 
after which it was named- the break -in at the Democratic 1972 national campaign com, 
mittee office at the Watergate building organized by the campaign committee of Repub
lican Richard Nixon. Watergate simply registered the implications for the U.S. bourgeoi
sie of American imperialism's defeat in Vietnam. 

The difference between the McCarthy era, the 1960s, or even the end of the Vietnam 
war, and today is that during those periods capitalism was still in the post-war boom, 
unlike the depression conditions the wages system is mired in now. 

While capitalists politicians are not more corrupt today, they are more vulnerable to 
scandal-mongering because of the deepening and irresolvable problems of their system. 
Behind the "ethics" investigation of House Speaker Newton Gingrich, or "Indo gate" and 
Paula Jones's accusations of sexual misconduct against President William Clinton, are 
real tactical differences between and within the two big-business parties over how to 
orchestrate the rulers' assault on the social wage and other aspects of their war on labor. 

This scandal-mongering has become more of a permanent feature of bourgeois politics 
since world capitalism plunged into depression conditions in the early 1990s. It is the 
stock-in-trade of ultrarightists, and does not serve the interests of those who toil for a 
living. While it did reach some new heights in the course of the 1996 election campaign, 
especially at its finale, it continues at a historically high pitch right now. 

The Gingrich controversy, the counterattacks by Republicans against Democratic con
gressman James McDermott for supposedly illegal leaks of a pirate audio tape of a phone 
call by Gingrich, and the Supreme Court hearings on whether Clinton should be brought 
to trial to face charges by Paula Jones are only a few of the front-page, headline-grabbing 
"news" since the dawn of 1997. 

I think readers will find it refreshing to go back to or read for the first time a portion of 
the main political resolution adopted by the 1994 national convention of the Socialist 
Workers Party, "Imperialism's march toward fascism and war," which deals precisely 
with these questions. For this reason we are reprinting a pertinent section of that report on 
page 11. 

Why uppercase 'B'Iack? 
Reader Patricia Maynard asked in a letter, also published in last week's issue, why 

does the Militant use uppercase Black when referring to African-Americans. The reason 
for this long-standing policy of the paper is that Blacks in the United States are an op
pressed nationality, unlike residents of this country who are white. It's in recognition of 
the historic inequality and discrimination against Blacks perpetrated by capitalism, and 
the vanguard role of the Black nationality in the fight to eliminate racism and class ex
ploitation, that the Militant uses upper case Black. The only exception is when we quote 
other publications that use lower case b for Blacks. The Militant also applies the same 
policy for Latinos or Native Americans for similar reasons. 

- ARGIRIS MALAPANIS 



Fight for justice in Aborigine's death heats up 
BY BOB AIKEN 

SYDNEY, Australia- On July 5, 1985, 
Letty Scott's husband, Doug, was found 
hanging in a cell in Berrimah Prison, near 
Darwin, Australia. Doug Scott, an Ab
origine, was 26 at the time. 

The Northern Territory authorities ruled 
that a suicide had taken place. But Letty 
Scott believes that four prison officers -
seen by other Aboriginal prisoners entering 
the cell on the night of Doug's death, armed 
with long batons - were responsible for his 
murder. 

"My main aim is to get these perpetrators 
behind bars for what they've done," Letty 
Scott said in an interview conducted in here 
late last year. Scott was visiting Sydney to 
build support for her fight. "If we allow kill
ers in uniform, be it police or prison offic
ers, to continuously get away with murders 
of Aboriginal people, or any other Austra
lian regardless of color or creed, the mur
ders aren't going to stop." Scott said. 
"People have to stand up to put a stop to 
this sort of thing." 

In the 11 years since her husband's death 
Scott has refused to give up her fight for jus
tice, despite intimidation by the Northern 
Territory police, and advice from successive 
lawyers to accept "a lot of money and get 
on with your life," as she put it. 

In October 1996 Scott filed the case with 
the United Nations Human Rights Commis
sion in Geneva, and she has instructed her 
lawyers to proceed with a civil case for mur
der against the four prison officers. 

Brutality against Aborigines 
Doug Scott's death was one of 99 cases 

investigated by the 1987-1990 Royal Com
mission Into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. 
The commission, which looked at Aborigi
nal deaths in custody from Jan. 1, 1980, 
through May "31, 1989, found no foul play 
in any of the cases, but came up with 339 
recommendations on how such deaths could 
be prevented in the future. 

A report issued by the Human Rights and 
Equal Opportunity Commission November 
25, however, outlined that in the seven years 
since the Royal Commission's hearings 96 
more Aborigine'> had died in custody or in 
police pursuits - an increase in the rate of 
deaths. 

The incarceration of Aborigines had in
creased by 61 percent between 1988 and 
1995 the report found, compared to an 38 
percent rise for the general population. Ab
origines, who make up about 1.5 per cent of 
Australia's population, accounted for 16.4 
percent of inmates in 1993, and one third of 
the people held in police lock-ups in 1992. 

They are also 17.3 times more likely than 
non-Aborigines to be arrested, and 19 times 
more likely to die in custody. 

The Royal Commission hadn't "filed 
.charges on any single person whatsoever," 
Scott said. "It was nothing but a lawyer's 
picnic and a cover-up." 

Suppressing damning evidence 
When the Royal Commission looked at 

her husband's case "they suppressed a lot of 
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evidence," she said, and 
"put it down to self-in
flicted hanging, death 
avoidable - negli
gence on the part of the 
prison officers." 

Scott's legal team has 
put together an 83-page 
brief outlining why the 
case should be re
opened. 

" illl!IHI\! 

Their evidence has 
been ignored by both 
the Federal and North
ern Territory govern
ments. 

The evidence of 
other prisoners, who 
witnessed the beating 
and were ordered to 
clean up the blood in the 
cell the following day, 
was not dealt with by 

Aborigines have fought for years against racist police brutality, deaths in custody, and 
land rights. Above, a 1988 protest against deaths of Aborigines in police custody. 

the Royal Commission. Nor were the many 
contradictions in the statements of police and 
prison officers dealt with by the Royal Com
mission . 

Photographs of the hanging body shown 
to Scott at the time of the Royal 
Commission's inquiry in March 1989 were 
completely different from photographs -
the official record of evidence in the case -
furnished to her lawyers in August 1993, 
leading her to believe that her husband's 
body had been "hung twice" for a second 
set of photos. 

The pictures Scott saw in 1989 and that 
"I can still see in my mind's eye" showed a 
very tight noose that had "about six slip
knots," Scott explained. "I looked at that and 
knew straight away that they had murdered 
Doug because he wouldn't have made that 
noose." 

The photographs given to her in 1993 
showed a different noose, and the body and 
cell furnishings in different positions. Even 
these photographs show markings on the 
throat that warrant further investigation, 
Scott said. ' 

"The man had not committed any serious 
crimes," Robert Dow, who is also fighting 
the case, explained. At the time of his death 
Scott was being held unlawfully in prison 
on remand awaiting trial on an assault 
charge. 

Northern Territory law gave magistrates 
the power to remand a prisoner in custody 

for up to 15 days without the inmate's con
sent. But Doug Scott had been remanded in 
custody for a period of 55 days, "which he 
did not survive," Dow said. 

"Doug worked all his life as a knifehand 
at the meatworks around the country," es
pecially in Townsville, Queensland, where 
he came from, Scott said. At the time of his 
arrest he was working as a construction la
borer in Darwin. His cousin, Kelvin 
Condren, was "locked up for seven years" 
in Queensland "for a murder he never com
mitted," Scott said, before being pardoned 
in 1990. 

'This case will not go away' 
Letty Scott's family has come under on

going harassment as a result of her fight 
against the cover-up. In one instance, prison 
officers stood "straight across from my 
house, standing" with their arms folded "for 
about two hours," she said. 

In another, her son, then three-years-old, 
was kidnapped by unknown persons in the 
middle of the night. He was then dumped 
outside her house the following morning, 
with minor cuts to his hands and feet. 

Scott hopes that taking her case to the Hu
man Rights Commission in Geneva "will put 
pressure to bear on Australia to deal justly with 
this case. And not only with my case, but other 
cases regardless of color or creed. 

"This case is gaining momentum and it's 
not going to go away," she concluded. 

-LETTERS----~-------------------------------

Danish workers strike 
The inspiration of the French 

transport workers strike had an im
pact on the workers in Scandinavia 
and affected industrial production. 

On the seventh day of the French 
transport workers strike, truckers in 
Denmark embarked ori a strike lead
ing to the blockade of ports by driv
ers with their trucks at ports in Den
mark, Sweden, Germany and Nor
way. The workers demand was com
pensation or allowance of work 
done outside of Denmark in line 
with other workers, e.g. handicraft 
and sales people. That is an increase 
from 150 D.Kronor to 500 
D.Kronor. 

On November 25 the workers 
met at a mass meeting to decide to 
continue the strike, if an agreement 
of their demand was not met. They 
voted overwhelmingly for the con
tinuation of the strike. 

The effect of the strike, however, 
were many in Scandinavia and the 
Nordic countries. In Sweden be
cause of both the strike in Denmark 
and in France, and also because the 
just-in-time system of industrial 
production. Industries and busi
nesses are vulnerable to any major 
industrial action by workers. The 
strike in Denmark involved about 
600 trucks around the northern 
coast of Denmark bordering Swe
den and Norway. On top of that 
Swedish truck owners had some 70 
trucks stranded in southern Europe. 

The strikes did cause great con
cern to the owners of the two main 
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auto manufactur
ers Volvo and 
Saab Scandia. 
They felt the 
heat. Scandia 
was forced to 
shut down one of 
its plants in 
France. And both 
Saab and Volvo 
plants in Sweden 
were beginning 
to have shortages 
in parts and ma
terial supplies 
from the Euro
pean continent. 
The bosses 
started discuss
ing the plans to 
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send workers 
home if need be. 
In Norway, the 
fish industry was 
affected the hardest. Abba Seafood 
experienced rotten salmon. 

Truck drivers to and fro in Den
mark re-routed to avoid the block
ade, but this became a new prob
lem because it made the routes and 
working hours longer for the driv
ers involved. 

Finish truck drivers, unhappy 
with their new situation, protested 
against bureaucratic authorities im
posing new regulations and higher 
duties on trucks from Finland. The 
protest was a blockade against load
ing and unloading trucks from Rus
sia. The strike was termed by the 
Danish bourgeois politicians as high 

treason, according to the conserva
tive Svenska Dagbladed daily pa
per on November 27. The union 
officialdom gave in for a 250 
D.Kronor increase. 
DechorHien 
Stockholm, Sweden 

'Economic development' 
The Presidential candidates this 

year talked a lot about the 21st cen
tury, but here in New York State, 
our government has failed to pro
vide leadership in creating the kind 
of regional economic development 

strategy we need to make us com
petitive in this new era. Instead, we 
have cities competing against sub
urbs heeding outmoded boundaries 
and creating obstacles that impede 
our growth. 

This approach creates a down
ward spiral for affluent areas and 
inner cities alike. We must recog
nize that we are all inextricable 
linked together, and act in ways that 
benefit the entire region. 

Companies leave New York
and countless others decide not to 
locate here - for many reason in
cluding lack of affordable housing, 
a failing educational system and in-

adequate transportation and infra
structure. That loss of jobs doesn't 
merely effect the city. A large per
centage of those jobs would be 
filled by people who live in suburbs. 
On the other hand, working together 
we can become a potent economic 
force that will attract new industry 
and create jobs. 

In the future, businesses will look 
for "metropolitan regions" that 
make economic sense, without re
gard to lines on maps. Our leaders 
in Albany must develop a compre
hensive regional strategy that rec
ognizes that reality and improves 
our infrastructure, our educational 
system and our economic position 
on a regional basis. 

Working at odds with each other 
results in gridlock, inefficient gov
ernment, higher taxes and lost jobs. 
Ultimately, it will cost the entire 
region dearly as we compete with 
other countries that better under
stand the demands of global econo
mies. 
Richard Kahan 
New York, New York 

The letters column is an open 
forum for all viewpoints on sub
jects of general interest to our 
readers. 

Please keep your letters brief. 
Where necessary they will be 
abridged. Please indicate if you 
prefer that your initials be used 
rather than your full name. 
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UK rulers face growing divisions 
BY IAN GRANT 

LONDON -Growing divisions and 
tensions among the rulers of the United 
Kingdom have become more apparent in 
the run-up to the general election, which 
must be held by May 1997. Since losing a 
December by-election in Barnsley East, the 
ruling Conservative Party administration 
of Prime Minister John Major has lost con
trol of the majority of seats in the House of 
Commons, and the party is deeply divided. 
Meanwhile, Labour Party chief Anthony 
Blair is continuing his drive to distance the 
party from trade unions, and make it as 
acceptable as possible to the rulers as an 
alternative government. 

The British capitalist rulers are today 
faced with a three-pronged challenge. They 
are pushing to lower the value of labor 
power, including through inflicting direct 
cuts in the social wage, with a still unde
feated working class. At the same time they 
seek to use their membership of NATO and 
special relationship with Washington to off
set their economic decline. And they are 
forced to overhaul the institutions of the 
state, which were built up in the period of 
British imperialism's ascendancy but today 
are racked with crisis generated by Britain's 
decline: the monarchy, the dis-United 
Kingdom, the crisis-ridden Conservative 
Party -none of these are in shape for the 
choppy waters of the class struggle at the 
tum of the new century. How far and how 
fast to move on these questions has sharply 
divided the Conservative Party, also called 
the Tories, the chief political party of the 
imperialist rulers. 

The Conservative government began this 
term of Parliament with an overall majority 
of 21. This has been eroded by a series of 
by-election defeats and defections to other 
parties. It can continue to rule as a minority 
administration as long as other parties vote 
for tbe major parts of its policy, and provid
ing it survives a vote of confidence should 
one be moved by an opponent party. Major 
is today dependent on the support of the 
Unionist members of parliament (MPs), who 
favor continued British rule over northern 
Ireland. The prime minister must call an 
election by May 1997, and currently trails 
badly in public opinion polls. 

Debate on European Monetary Union 
Open warfare has broken out among the 

Tories on policy toward the European 
Union, which focused on the question of 
Britain's entry into the proposed European 
Monetary Union (EMU) in its first phase, 
scheduled for 1999. Many in the British rul
ing class oppose the prospect of subordinat
ing the pound to the stronger German D
mark within the new "Euro" currency. Oth
ers argue that London cannot afford to be 
left out of the European bloc as they com
pete with capitalists in other parts of the 
world. Major has defended a "wait and see" 
policy, refusing to commit for or against the 
EMU, reflecting the prevailing view within 
the ruling class on this issue that, whatever 
the final outcome, London must be in on 
the negotiations. 

Major is publicly opposed on this issue 
by a substantial number of "Euro-sceptic" 
Tory MPs, however. These elements within 
the Conservative Party believe an election 
victory is possible only on the basis of a 
sharp shift to the right, and a more aggres
sively nationalistic campaign waged around 
defense of British sovereignty. Such a cam
paign would, they argue, allow them to 
present a clear difference with Labour Party 
policy. 

Labour Party leader Anthony Blair's 
speech to his Party Conference in October 
placed Labour firmly within the wait-and
see framework defended by the Tory lead
ership. "Leading Britain into an age of 
achievement means Britain leading in Eu
rope," Blair said. He would, however, refuse 
to scrap Britain's power of veto over pro
posals made in the governing bodies of the 
European Union, the European Commis
sion, council of ministers and intergovern
mental conferences. Blair also pledged to 

Militant!fim Rigby 
Protest actions like the May 1996 march and rally in support of fired Liverpool dockers 
shown above and Feb. 24, 1996, demonstration against anti-immigrant legislation (inset), 
remind the British ruling class that they will increasingly meet resistance as they deepen 
their attacks on wages and working conditions. 

keep all options open on whether to join the 
single currency or not, "determined accord
ing to our national interest." 

Gordon Brown, the Labour Party shadow 
chancellor, has committed a future Labour 
Government to hold a referendum on the 
single currency question before any move 
to join was made. 

Noting that little difference existed be
tween Conservative and Labour policy on 
European Union, former.Conservative Party 
Chairman Norman Tebbit warned that 
moves to join a single European curref:tcy 
would lead to a split in the Tories. "All those 
Conservatives who believe freedom, inde
pendence, and democracy matter above all 
other political programs would leave to join 
with those ... who shared that view," he said 
in a speech last November. 

In a move which threatens Conservative 
majorities in several constituencies,.rightist 
billionaire John Goldsmith has announced 
plans to field candidates in 600 constituen
cies where MPs fail to call for a referendum 
on greater European integration. 
Goldsmith's Referendum Party attracted 
4,000 supporters to a conference in Octo
ber. Alluding to the Referendum Party, 
Tebbit qualified his remarks. "Such an alli
ance need not be a single issue party. It could 
be a potential party of government," he said. 

Goldsmith is currently a member of the 
European parliament (MEP), where he rep
resents a constituency in France and heads 
up a rightist group of MEPs dubbed "Eu
rope of Nations." A former head of the In
stitute of Directors, the smaller of the two 
main bosses' organizations in the United 
Kingdom, Goldsmith is sharply anti-immi
grant. In his book The Trap, Goldsmith ap
peals to the real fears of middle class and 
working people- especially unemploy
ment and job security - using populist 
demagogy for his reactionary appeals. He 
has adopted the description "rabble army" 
for the Referendum Party's membership. So 
far he has limited his election campaigning 
to the single issue of a referendum on Eu
rope, hoping that in so doing he will make 
the best progress in winning Eurosceptic 
Tory MPs. He has also made overtures to 
the rightist Ulster Unionists, on whose sup
port John Major must rely to keep his gov
ernment in office. Press reports that Gold
smith and the Unionists had secured an 
agreement provoked some public debate 
among Unionist MPs. 

Blair promotes 'New Labour' 

Under the pressure of economic depres
sion, bourgeois politics has been moving 
steadily to the right. In the Labour Party this 
course has been forcefully pursued by Blair, 
who has championed the remodeling of the 
party's traditional pro-capitalist stance as 
"New Labour" in order to better convince 

the British ruling class that it can be a use
ful tool in government. Blair also hopes to 
capture the votes of better paid workers and 
the middle class. At the heart of this effort 
lie attempts to weaken its links with the trade 
unions. Blair has reduced Labour Party re
liance on union funding to 54 percent, down 
from 77 percent 10 years ago. He has prom
ised to reduce the trade unions' vote at party 
conference to 50 percent; it was 70 percent 
until this year. 

In early October the Labour Party held 
its annual conference under the slogan "New 
Labour, New Life For Britain." Some 4.1 
million trade unionists pay a political levy 
as part of their union dues and are counted 
as Labour Party members by this means. 
They have the right to vote in elections for 
the party leader. Union officials by dint of 
this affiliated membership currently carry 
50 percent of votes at the Labour Party con
ference, and control 12 out of 26 National 
Executive Committee seats. Individual pa
per membership of the Labour Party has 
nearly doubled in the period since Blair be
came leader in 1994. 

The unions themselves have seen a steep 
decline in their membership, organizing 
around one-third of workers today compared 
to two-thirds in 1979. Pressure from this 
declinit}g dues base drives the union tops in 
tum to look for concessions from a "New 
Labour" government with which to consoli
date their privileged position. In what the 
media billed as a big upset for Anthony 
Blair, and a resurgence of "Old Labour," the 
union delegates at the Trade Union Congress 
voted to set a figure for a minimum wage. 
The Labour Party manifesto pledges sup
port for a minimum wage, but puts off policy 
decisions to a future "low pay commission" 
comprised of employee and employer rep
resentatives. No policy was adopted on a 
figure at the Labour Party Conference. There 
is no statutory minimum wage in the United 
Kingdom today. There used to be Wages 
Councils that set a statutory minimum in 
selected industries but these were abolished 
by the Tory government. 

One spin-off from the tensions within the 
trade union and Labour Party bureaucracies 
has been the formation of the Socialist 
Labour Party (SLP). The new formation is 
headed by National Union of Mineworkers 
president Arthur Scargill, and aims to draw 
support from the left wing of the Labour 
Party and trade union officialdom. The SLP 
candidate in the Barnsley by-election polled 
949 votes, just over 5 percent of those cast. 
Many workers abstaind from the poll. 

The principal left-wing grouping inside 
the Parliamentary Labour Party, known as 
the Socialist Campaign Group, which in
cludes Tony Benn and a few dozen other 
members, has been critical of the formation 
of the SLP. At the same time the Socialist 
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Campaign Group has remained silent 
in the face of the shift to the right led 
by Blair, explicitly in the interests of 
winning the general election. 

'No more bosses vs. workers' 
Blair's keynote speech to the Labour 

Party Conference highlighted his intent 
to defend the changes in industrial law 
already carried out by the Conserva
tive government. These measures re
strict workers' democratic rights in 
combating the employers' attacks on 
wages and conditions of work. 

"The Labour Party is not the politi
cal arm of anybody today other than the 
British people," Blair said, referring to 
claims that Labour is in the pocket of the 
trade unions. "Let us settle these arguments 
about industrial laws once and for good. 
There will be no return to the 70's .... For
get the past. No more bosses versus work
ers. You are on the same side. The same 
team. Britain united. And we will win." 

In a foreword to Labour's industrial 
strategy document, titled "Vision for 
Growth," shadow Secretary of State for 
Trade and Industry Margaret Becket spells 
out the Labour Party's approach to the 
bosses crisis. "Our economy once led the 

world yet, for some years now we have been· 
falling behind as our economy slips ever 
further down the prosperity league," she 
states. "Labour rejects the view that this is 
something inevitable. We reject the view that 
our living standards must be driven to the 
lowest international level if we are to com
pete globally .... 

"Labour in government will seek to revi
talize Britain's industries ... in a spirit of 
partnership with industry and commerce, by 
building consensus on industri~ policy." 

Labour's unity of purpose in puniriingthe 
foreign policy interests of Britain's ruling 
class has been a consistent aspect of the bi
partisan policy of the British parliament in 
opposing the unity and independence afire
land. Britain still rules by force and violence 
in the northern part of that island. A Labour 
government sent troops to occupy the north 
in 1969; more than 19,000 remain today, 
despite the so-called peace process. The 
British government still excludes Sinn Fein 
from all-party talks on the future of the coun
try. 

In his Labour Party Conference speech, 
Blair reassured Britain's rulers that a Labour 
Government would continue to pursue this 
policy. The peace process "will be every bit 
as much of a priority for me as for John 
Major," Blair said. "We have been respon
sible in our actions over the peace process 
from the outset. We will continue to be so 
now." 

Labour pledged support for the British 
government's moves to place ground forces 
in Central Africa as part of an international 
force in November. A small 'reconnais
sance" unit of 20 soldiers left the United 
Kingdom November 15 to assess the pre
cise situation on the ground in Zaire. 

Michael Portillo, Defense Secretary, told 
the British parliament November 14, "If 
people stand in our way then they must be 
prepared to pay the consequences of their 
action." Portillo claimed Britain had a moral 
obligation to act, supposedly to prevent a 
million refuges from starving. British troops 
would be given "robust" rules of engage
ment allowing them to fire on forces threat
ening them, he said. 

As events in Zaire began to blow away 
the humanitarian smoke screen for military 
intervention, Claire Short MP, the Labour 
Party's Overseas Ai(l Spokesman, stated, 
"We should not rule out the use of troops to 
help, especially in the south of the country 
where the situation is unclear." 

UK rulers nervous about Labour gov't 
Britain's rulers traditionally prefer that 

their party, the Tories, form the government. 
They could live with a Labour administra
tion headed by Anthony Blair, but most re
main nervous about this prospect. If Labour 

Continued on Page 7 
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